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THE NATIONAL CENTER MI§F.JN STATEMENT

The National Center for Research in Vocational Education's mission is
to increase.the ability of diverse agencies, institutions, aPd'organizations
to'solve educational. problems relating to individual caEliasplanning, . .

preparation, and progression. The Nexional Center fulfills its mission by:

0

Generating itnoviltdpe 'through research"

Develoiiipg educational p'rograms and products

Evaluating individual program needs and outcomes

Installing educational programs and products

Operating information systems and services

Conducting. leadership development ahd training
programs

3
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FOR EWORD

Fus,

, - A
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education, the.National institute of 14

Education, and the project advisory panel and staff are pleased with the interest and support we ..

have received fpr this conference, especially since it reflectsenthusiasm for the experiential
learning concept.

..
- Planning the conference entailed identifying exciting Programs and confacting individuals

involved with expetiential _education at the national and local levels. Businesi, inclustrry, labor,
education, ind community organizations were represented. As a restilt, conferente participants
interacted with panbls of experts who were eminently qualified To discuss their experiences as they
related to EXperiential Education Policy Guidelines.

;

We hope ifiatexperiential education-practitioners and policy makers will find the guidelines
relevant and helpful, and that they wilJ benefit from the insightsnd suggestions exPressed by our
advisory panel m*bers and the conference panelists.

r
. For their con t ibutions to this document, appreciatio expressed to the advisory panel
members and the ot er Conference panelists for their substbntive ideas and insights; to Dr. Herbert
A. Levine fot chairing.the conference; to Richaffi Graham, Kenneth Edwards, Joseph Durant, and
Robert Sexton who seivid with distinction as speakers for the conference; and to Betty Anb

. Denni for reviewing the manuscript.

Recognition is due Richard Miguel for his overall direction of the project; Louise Wasson for
coordinatim the conferene; Marcia Rose for writing the documentary accoupts of the panels'.

< deliberations; Carol Beckman-end Louise Wasson for aststance in preparing the report; and Kay
Freeman for conference tape transcriptions. Special appTeciation is extended to the National
lnstitute,of EduCation for funding this project, and to Dr. Ronald Bucknam, ME Program Officer,
for qis assistance in designing the conference and for his guidance and supportthroOghout the
project. ,

4 special acknowledggment is due to the Honorable Mary Kohler. Her panel presehtation was
so corppelling and Acclaimed that we have included it in itlentirety in this document. Also, among
her anecdotes, she related the phrase: "But for me, it wouldn't 'wotk." We felt that this pht-ase
speaks to the sense of worth that all persons associated with experiential education must come
to know. Consequently we have chosen this phrase for the title of the document.

v

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director "
The National Center for Research

in VoCational Education,.
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PREFACE

. Seeing the need for clarification of current and emerging policy issues, the.National I nstitErte
of Education (NIE) requested that a study be undertaken by the National Center for Research in
Vocational Educstion to producapolicy guideline recommendations for experiential education.
The National Center commissioned a.national advisory panel of distinguished representatives of
manegementria'aor, iducationrand community-groups toliewelop-the guidelines. (This-panel-is-
listed on ihe i eceding page.) After the advisory panel comphite4 the guidelines, selected practh
Comma were invited to a conference for the purposes of reviewing the guidelines and providing

,

comments on their utility.and acceptability.

This document retiresents the proceedings of the invitational cimference. It provides the
practitioner with insights into critical issues related to experiential education anj helpful Nnts
regarding the implementation of the advisory panel's guidelines. The conference proceedings along
with ihe advisory panel's guidelines document, the primer on experiential education programs, and
the project's annotated bibliography (see back cover for further information) are timely and dawn-
to-earth resources for educational practitioners and community representatives involyed-iri policy
making and implementation of experiential education..

Procedures

The project was conducted during the period of July 1, 1977 through NOvember 30; 1978.
The lollowing are the major events that led to the development of the guideline recommendations.

Establiihing the Advisol Panel

Representativesfniern NIE and the project staff and Dr. Herbert A. Levine, the projett's
advisory panel chairperson, met at the National Center to select the members of.the advisory'panel.
It was decided that: (1) broad representation from management, labor, education, and community
groups at a national level would be most desirable;(2) four representatives from each group would
be selected; and (3) representatives from the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and.
from the Department of Labor should serve as ex-officio members. A complete list of the advisory
panel members can be found on page ii.

Identification of Issues

At its second meeting, the advisory panel agreed upon sixteen issue areas: clarifying iritended
outcomes; developing experiential opportunities; structuring experiences; diversifying experiences;
assessing effectiveness; identifying experlential learners; creating a diverseartey of experiences;
paying experiential learners; expanding experiential education; maintaining commitment; worker
displacement; observing legal requirements; grantilg cridit; recognizing experiences for their
marketable value; preparing educational personnel; and preparing personnel from the workplace.
The project staff made site visitsito various programs, inteMewed experiential educators, reviewed
the literature pertinent to the issues, and assembled two reactor groups: (1).pr.ogram coordinators
and students, and (2) program policy makers.

vii



Guideline Recommendations

The panel was divided info three subcommittees which met twice to develop guideline
recoMmendations and to provide guidance to the staff in fdrmuiating the related discussion of the
issues. These item and guideline recommendations were reviewed by two reactor groups of program
coordinators, students, and policy makers representing sixteen different experiential programs. At
the panel's third meeting, the guideline recommendations were reviewed, and final modifications
were made. The document which contains those issue statements and guideline recommendations
was written and subsequently reviewed by the advisory.panel, substantive experts in experiential
education and related fields, and the National Institute of Education's project officer.

Invitational Conference

The issue statements and guideline recommendations were presented and diecussed at an
invitational conference on November 16-17, 1978..This conference provided suggestions on the

variotis uses of the,guideline recommendations. Conference Presenters were alumni of experiential
education programs,-program coordinators, labor and management representatives, re:marchers; and

representatives from major experientia$ education orgenizations. The presenters tddressed the issue
themes and the importance orthe guidelines; they also provided examples from privtice. Thisieport
contains documentary adcounts of the conference participants' reactions to the guideline reCom-
mendations. The guideline recommendations addressed by the participants.of the invitational
conferilmce can be found on the following page.

(Nhile the guidelines document, Experiential Education Policy Guidelines, represents a
significent, collaborative contribution of the various sectors represented by the advisory 'panel,

the perspectives end suggestidns prOvided by students, leaders in the ekperiential education field,
employers, and representatives fromiorganized labor add a practical dimensien that the reader
should find highly illuMinating. .

4

ert

Richard J. Miguel
Project Director
The NationaE Center for Research

in Vocational Education
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EXPERIENTIALEDUCATION POLICY GUIDELINES
-

'

1 LEARNER OBJECTIyES

Exesriential eduCation goils should be translated into specific learner objectives and should be
stated 'ff' terms that reflelct shared understanding among all participants. Criteria for etfpluating the

. objectWes are part of this shared understanding. '

2 Sin SELECTION
Experiential learning sites should be developed for programs on the basis of the potential for

lang-term personal, social, educational, or career-development benefits.

3' EVALUATION
Evaluation should be a continuous process involving all participants;'this ptocess should be
conducted according to terms and procedures established in the planning stages.

'?

4 STRUCTURE FOR LEARNING

Experiential learning should be structured to stimulate learning through meaningful activities,
including opportunities for reflection and interpretation.

5 DIVERSITY OF EXPERIENCES

The learner's overall set of experiential education opportunities should include a diversity of
learning and work experiences. V.

6 IDENTIFICATION OF LEA4NERS :

All-learners should have the opfxartunity to participate in programs and should be involved in
determining their assignments. Participation shoirld be based on,a clear and shared understanding
of certain factors; (1 ) the skills, knowledge, and att'itudes the learner is expected ib develdP;
(2) the.learner's need, readiness, and capacity for developing them; and (3) availability of resources
and opportunities.

7 ACCESS TO VARIOUS EMPLOYMENT LEVELS.

Experiential learning opportunities should be developed at various employment levels within
community wdrk sites.

8 PROGRAM FXPANSION

Experiential learn apportunities should be developed gradually, expanding only.after pi ot
programs have den -.nstrated success.

9. COMMITMENT TO PROGRAMS

Cooperating organizations should be encouraged to sustain their involveMent over given periods
. of time. The nature and extent of this commitment should be agreed.upon in the planning stages

by all involved.

10 WQRKER PROTECTION

fhe presence of experiential learners in the warkplace,should not result in the displacethent of
workers. If the work force is reduced while a program is in effect, any required reductions-In
experiential learners or other program.m&Iifications should be made according to terms agreed
upon in the planning stages.

r
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.LECR4L-REQUIREMENTS

Ail parsons responsible for experiential prograins should be thoroughly familiar with legal
requirements and ramifications'as they apply:tO experientiel learners.

12 PAID EXPERIENCES

a

Salary issues should bevooperatively decided-upon by all parties involved in the program, workirrg
Within the context of the appropriate laws, regulations, and collective bargaining agreements.

13 ACADEMIC CREDIT
The critiria for granting credttto learners for participation in experiential education programs
should be agreed upon-in the planning stages by teachers, administrators, program staff, and the
agency wanting the credit. ,

14 _EMPLOYMENT CREDIT

Credit-for previoustexperience in 0)03
and managernent..

a-

r ential education programs should be considered i3y labor

1S PREPARATION OF EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL
Educational personnel associeted with the yrogram should be given a thorough understanding of
the work settings, the potential of the learners' experiences, and their own roles in assisting the
learners to achieve the program purposes. Participating organizations should assume full responsi-
bility for the training, compensation, and recognition of all personnel who implement the program.

18 PREPARATION OF WORKPLACE PERSONNEL

Personnel from the workplace who are called upon to Interact with experiential learners should
receive comprehensive orientation to their roles in experiential education. Collaboration betwein
these workers and the program staff shoula be maintained on ksystematic bisis for the duration
of the piogram. Participating organizations should assume full responsibility for the adequate
training, compensation, and recognition of all personnel who implement the program.

010
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-EXPLANATION OF TERMS
1

The use ,of the generic term experiential education programs is meant to include programs
suat as experience-based academic programs (e.g., Experience-Based Career Education); cooperative
vocational education programs lag., secondary scbool cooperativejdistributive education); service,
learning programs (e.g., programs under the auspices of the National Commission on Resources for
Youth); eMployment, training, and educational motivation programs (e.g., CETA Youth Programs,
70001, Ltd.); apPirenticeship programs (e.g the Sct,.ol-to-Work Initiative Progrbm); general work
'expet:ience programs and career exjaloration programs (e.g., the Executive High School Internships
Program)..Information regarding these and other programs can be found in another publication of
this project: Experiential Education: A Primer on Programs.

The terms used in the study are explained briefly.

Experiential learning refers to the prociss of learning aboui work and other life roles by studying,
observing, and performing'them in any env:ronment (usually outside the school) where those
roles octur.'

Experiential education refers to planned educational experiences designed to enable learners to
acquire attitudes, skills, and knowledge for work and other life roles by-participating in work

,

settings. This is an inclusive term incorporating all proghims that depend upon ;ixperiential learning
as a principal learnind process. This study focuses primarily on work-oriented experiential education.

Program refers to any organized effort to effect experiential education. It may be referred to as a
program'or, for example, i4 may be part of a course or existing program in a school.

Leameric refer to the individuals for whom the experiential program is intended.

Participants refer to all persons involved in an experiential programnamely, learners, parents,
labor and management representatives, program staff, and teachers, administrators, counselors,
and other school personnel.



OVERVIEW
OVERVIEW OF CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS

This conference of experiential education practitioners addressed the utility and acceptability
of the experiential ed4Cation policy guidelinos developed by the project's advisory committee.
This report of the conference proceedings details the practitioners' asiessment of the guidelines
along witfi suggestions andrecommendations for implementation of those guidelines. .

The conference consisted of five presentations 'and eight panel discussions. Each of the five
presentations addressed all of the guidelines from a unique perspective. The first part of this report
contains those presentations.

The second part of the report includes summaries of the commentaries on selectPd gUidelines.
These summaries reflect the comments, suggestions, and recommendations.of the pr,,,.;titionerl who
served on the eight discussion panels at the request of the project's adyisory committee.

The consensus of the conference participants was that the guidelines are well designed and
should be a usefill resource to representatives.of business, labor, education, and the general com-
munity who de involved in experiential education. The following statements aft highlights of the
excellent suggestions and recommendations resulting from the conference deliberations. -

We who would guidtexperiential learning ought to concentrate on the kids who are just
not getting out of Our educational system what they should. We need to measure our work
.by how in the next ten years we do a job for these kids. You have addressed ths well in
your guidelines. Richard Graham

We think that quality yolith participation programs should provide more than just work,
for work itself will not meet the needs of many of these youngsters. A quality youth
participation program foster the growth of the human qualities. Mary Kohler

Experiential learning builds melt bridgesfor example, we built bridges putting thirs
project togethgr. Experiential learnirg links the world of school with the world of work.
It can link the liberal arts with practical application. It can also link organized labor,
business, education, and community-based organizations in a common eff6rt.
Kenneth Edwards Ira

r.

People who are responsible for these programs must be sure.liTrners are gettiog quality ,/
learning sites. Time is wasted if they. are Not going to get ans./thifig out of it. Joseph Ourslot

1

We need a guide to show us where we're going and a way Of knowing when webave arrived.
The lack of clear objectives ih many experiential.education programs has contributed to
several dilemmas common to the field: Warren Meiters

One of the basic functionrof the program is to teach students an independent decision-
Makingcocess, not only for reaching career decisions, but also' for reaching other decisions
th e to make every. day. Mary Caves 7 C..

The diversity in the non-profit sector allows students ,to gain valuable eXperience. They can
develop many skills and try out new ideas more easil*than,they.could in more structured
settings. Mary Ann Ganey-Wiider

It appears to Me that the guidellnei are right on target in addressing :ssues we face on a
daily basis. Mary Ann Payne
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OVERVIEW
The guideline on academic credit-fails to chalienr the academic dirnmunity sufficientty
about what is andjs not academic. John Strange

Preparation of management personnel should be incorporated along with that of
eslucational personnel. Ray Williams

.4s You can't assume you are all on the same wave length. When problems occur in collab-
oration, they.almost always have their roots in the group's reason for participating and
their understanding of the program's purpose. Miqhael Hoe

One of the exciting aspects of work.ir; experiential education is dial we doil't know exactly
what's going to fiappen next. The guidelines should provide encOurigement to people just
starting out. Robert Sexton

The work of the profeCt's advisory comMittee, Experiential Education-Policy Guidelines,
along with.the insights and suggestions resulting from these conference proceedings, Make a
significant contribution to the field of exberiential education:We htSpathat practitioners will
both document! usey in providing youth with quality experiential learnipg opportunities.'

Av-,

1
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by
Herber; Levine
Professor of Labor Studies
Rutgers, ,The State University of New .1;ersey

%

.1,
The advisory panel was composed of labortand mahagement representatives, Sducators, and

..

comMunity leaders. As a consequence of its makeup a great effort at collaboration was started.
There have been strong differences of opinion on cOrtain issUes, inten4ivi give and lake, and finally;
'an accommodation oi differencesrulting ih an.eAellent document

,

I encourage all qf you tc comment e;densivizify on any aspc!ct of this guidelines document
which you feel will strengthen it and make it more useful. I believe you'll have the best guideline's
that have ever been developed in the area of experiential learning when we get through. We weren't
always confident this w?uld happen. In fact, we had great difficulty defining the guidelines. Most

-. of us knew nothing about experiential learning when we started. It took some time for us to realize
what we were-being asked to do. I think now weiunderstand what we're doirig. ,

One of the tasks was to educate the educators. Some of the labor and mariagement people
took that on with alacrity and gave a surprising amouht of their time'tocithe project. In fact, one of...

the most exciting parts of this whole project was the amount of time that, the lay people put in to
thinking through these ideas. For thoseof you who are actively engaged in experiential learning
programs, I think it is a sign of encouragement to see just how much hero ycap can get from labor,
management, and community representatives When they are compleiely invatted in the i;iianning,
development, and administration of a program.\

N ; '
V. It seems to me that through ou discussions we have put aside many of the problems that .

could. develop in'an experiential progam. So many attitudes and prejudiced have been well dialyzed
and debated in 6ur group that it would seem to me we have developed some useful ways to avoid a .

lot of unnecessary distress i q setting up the*programs.
f---, _

OPENING REMARKS.1

I must'say the Ohio Stat staff on.;this project and the NI E staff have accepted criticism, have
complied with changes, and have themselves contributed in many ways to the totality of this docu-.

ment. In all, a good job has been dbne. Those of us who are going tc) sign off onthe project are
pleased to have ojr names associated with the end product
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by
Richard A. Graham
Youthwork, Inc

'Washington; D.C.

THE RACE iS NOT TO THE SWIFT 2

a

The participants at this conference bring considerable experience and expertise to their task
of commenting on the guidelines for experieptial education. It's a good job.

Thelbroad purpose qf these guidelines is to guide the design of programs through which youth
will become better pcepared tor work aand other adult life roles and, in the process, to cause no
harm to others. Jobs won't be taken away from adults who need them; justifiable rights for teaChers.and counselors won't be lost. .

Where-the best of experience and expertise may come up short is in finding ways to be sure
-that a program 'delivers its money's worththat a complex mix of education, training, job place-.
ment, income transfer, emit job protettion for adultsgives more benefits per dollar to more people
than do the alteinatives. An underlying assumption in mott of the CETA youth programs is that
the best compromise between these overlapping objecthies is to pay young people the minimum
watie, that this will provide t*ri viith realistic incentives for learning and performance, that it will
transfer -to young people fronrnow-income familio an appropriate amount of income, and that it
will avoid undercutting the jobs of adults. The proBlem ih the past is that undue numbersof young
people have been paid for not working, for not doing a decentjobin short, for learning the wrong
lessons. Another problem noted in your comments is the matter of youth doing work thalults
might otherwise do.

A Part of the solution is to create additional jobs, to create new jobs for youttnd that's
where Youthwork, ,Inc. may have "some ideas for you. Youthwork, in behalf of the Dpartment of
Labor, is'supporticig p?ajectS that attempt to prepare kids fix' work in Lrealistic way and, at the
same time, to create jobs for young people. Generally, you can't create jbbs in the private sector
until bwsiness gets better, but Youthwork is supporting pr,c3jects where kids create fobs for them-

% selvesschool-sheltered, incorne-Ooducing jobs. ThereArti some great examples of just that around
the countrywhere kids run thlk own small businesses, where they Ittte an opportunity to be held
responsible for themselves and to others.

But that is no cause for self-congratuldtion. There are a few good things going but, overall, in
spite of all of the social legislation of the 1960s and 1970s, the plight ofpoor minority youth has
gotten substantially worse. If you can believe the statistics, chances for employment for poor black
youth,,as confpared with white youth, are about twice as bad as they were fifteen years agth- Not
only is the unemployment rate substantially higher for poor minority youth, but there 3s a smaller
percentage of Mipority young people in the labor force today than fifteen years ago. No one knows
why!

Earlier this year, I gave the keynote speech for a symposium hosted by the National Center
'for Research in Vocational clucation. The symposium was entitied Alternative Perspectives on
Investigating the Consequences of Experiential Education. I took the perspective of a philosopher

4 f, investigating the consequences of_everhotial education. I have been asked to-share thatperspective
with yo.J. It started off with a little drittigue that went like this:

5
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THE.RA\CE IS NOT Tp-THE SWIFT

Philosoptier: Agonese, would you say thai experiential education is all of education or a part?

Agonese: Clearly it is a part. .

Philosopher: If it is a part, what is its relation to dre whole? What difference does experience make?

Agonese: You have earlier persuaded me that experience makes the difference between true

knowledge andright think1tg, that if someone tells me the way to where I want to go,' I may think

rightly about it, but if I traveHhat road for.myself, I know truly the way.

Philosopher: Must you then go everywhere yourself?

Agonest: I think not. But tJ am told many things and can test the truth of some by experience;

then perhaps I can better judge the truth of others.

PhilOsopher: Well, then, if experiential educationsis a part of all education, does it have the same

aims as the whole or differing aims?

::\Agonese: It must have the same.

Philosopher:. Then experiential education must be able to state its aims because if it does not know

where.it is headlng, itipes not know when it gets there.

Agonese: There can be 'no question about it.

Philosopher:: What then ought to be the aim of experiential education?

Agonese: Surely it must be a good.life.

Philosopher: Would you siy a good life or the good life? (Pause),

Agonese: I would say the good life.

Philosopher: And what would you say is the essence of the good life?

"qpit
v

The point I wanted to get at here is that the philosopher, and Agonese, in looking at the aims

of experiential education, could only conclude that they are the same as all of educatio% And they

concluded that the consequences of experiential education should emtirosee a kind of testing things

for oneself. But they came nd closer to deciding what leads to the good life or even what, In essence;

the good life is. They could not decide what leads to the good life because, as the studies inalzed

by Christopher Jencks and a geoup at Harvard suggest, it is far from clear what impects of education,

traditional or experiential, jead to the good things in life and to the good life itself. I wanted, in

that symposium on alternative perspectives, to suggest a different way of I6oking at what experi-

ential learning might do, a perspective that is concerned with educational progress to be sure, but

one which is more than usually concerned with changes of direction along one's.route to the good

life, with the critical incidentrthat change what Brie makes of life, aretwith the ways to improve

one's chances for good changes. For the truth about consequentes, according .to Ecclesiastei, is

the race is not to the sWift
Nor the battle to the strong
Nor bread to the wise
Nor riches to the intelligent
Nor favor to men of skill
But time and chance happen to them all

6
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The deiired consequen6 of experiential education in this perspective is to increase one's strength,
. intelligence, wisdom, and skill to be sure, but moit of all to improve one's chances.

We know from dur own lives and thoie around us how chance events, both ,the fortuitos and
the setback, affect what we do and what we become. We can, with oniy a little reflection, identify
the persons and events that have most affected usevents like having someone take a special interest
in us; finding a mentor or model; moving to a new neighborhood; being taken into a new group of
friends; having g good marriage (or a bad one); having a baby; being exposed to a new field, business,
pursuit, or discipline; reading something that profoundly changes our thinking; suffering an accident

r or illeesi; getting into a good school, camp, or college. External eventswar or depressionmay
provide a chanceor require usto start over, You can add others, and I am 'trying to do so in a .

longer paper on critical incidents and how to contrive them.

In his attempt to get a picture of what happens to ui as we grow up, Christopher 'Jencks
presented some path molels based upon a great deal of previous research. The niodels attempt to
show the relationship; aMong one's family .background, aptitude, test scoret, how far one goes in
school, the kind of job one gets and tlie income one makes (see Figure 1 )...toncks noted that, while
our inheritance and education substantially affect what becomes of us, luck and chance mien) to
have an even greater effçFt. My own belief is that good education proMotes luck but that bad edu-
cation doei not. But education is selqon examined in that light. I believe, therefofe,shat our research
has failed to look at thecaase and consequences of the things that most affect our lives. I believe
that a path model that gives a greater place to experiential learning will explain More atyout what '
we are apt to do in life (see Figure 2). l-clon't su§est that we diminish our efforts tO,develop
measures for the qualities of strength, intelligence, wisdom, and skills that predict somewhat the
things associated wittrtl,good life. I do suggest that we develop ways to identify the kind of fortu-
itous critical incidents that can be brought about thiotagh experiential learning. I believe this will
reduce the effects of time and chance on our iives0 believe that we can bontrive critical ificidenti
to a far greater degree, that we can increase their number and improve their character.

It is one of the disappointments of experiential learrillg (in the Outwardtound progrtr, for -
example) that although those cloie to the prograrn,Ynoyv it can have a profound effect n ore's
life, evidence to support this is hardlo come by. lrcan, I believe, be accounted for by t fact that
an experience of this 15.ind may have little immediate etfect but can have a pronounced ch ge on ..

the direction one's life takes, a change that will have a measurable effect onlx,at some time later On.
I believe that evaluation of critical incidents is particularly difficult because just one experience,
no matter how well contrived, will not with any asturance bring about a change in direction. What
is needed is a succession and variety of experiences so that the chances becOme far grtater that the

ir"----,- right krnd of experience will occur at the right time for a particular individual. k
..N.

Some of the people here will have soroething to say, about the nature of exptriencei that tend
to have good effects. The ley*" of responsipility that one can.take'on and the charatter of the
relationships between teepagers and adults\are a(ribng the thiiigs that the people who run the pro-
grams say are most important and those which the teenagersWho participate iti experiential eddca-
tion programs also say are most important. r

..

I would like 'to return for just one moment to our Ohlidsopher.

Philosopher: Now, Agonese, lid we agree that experienceAeads to true knowledge anehelps us
test the truth of what we are told?

Agonese: Yes, I am persuaded of it,',

or"
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Philosopher: And did we agree that the quality of education through experience should be
measured not only by the progress one makes along one's way but by the degree to which it
directs us towards a good life?

Agonese: I think we agreed to that, but I need more time to think about it.

Philosopher: And, Agonese, lid we also agree that it was not enough to iducate for a good life,
for status and income, but also fnr the good life, the life of duty as citizen and parent, as one who
sees it is one's duty to seek justice and to seek a just society?

Agonese: Yes, Philosopher, we did, I guess.

Philosopher: And what is the essence of justice, of a just society?

Agonese: Surely it Is that there are equal rights and equal opportunity and one person should not
profit at the expense of anothes. .

Philosopher: And how should one determine whether there is education that provides equal access
to employment and the other things which lead tO the good life?

Agonese: Surely in pert it is,by whether the differences in employment are not based on race or
sex. Discrimination of that kind could not occur in a society that educates for justice.

Philosopher: And if black youth have less access to.employment than they did ten years ago, less
participation in the labor force, would you say that our society is becoming more just or less just?

Agonese: I had been thinking that our society is becoMing more just, but if things are getting worse
for those worst off, it cannot be so. k

From this perspective, we who would 'guide experiential learning ought to concentrate on the
needs of the poor, the black, the Chicano, and the other kids who are lagging, who are just not
getting out of our educational system what they should. We need to Measure our work by how well
in the next ten years we do a job forthos, kids. You have addressed this well in yoUr guidelines,
and if the people who are going to take on responsilqility for experiential learning will heed it, I

think we've got a pretty decent chance for a more just society.

10
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THE IMPORTANCi OF BEING HUMAN 3

by
The Honorable Mary KOhier
Executive Director''
National Commission on Resource; for Youth

You asked me to telt you sOmething about how . as a-iawyer, became interested in experiential
education and this conference. Well, I'm an old girt-actlally, past seventy-five. I became converteis
to experiential learning during the seventeen years I was ors te bencn of thtJuveniie Court in San
Francisco. It seemed that the youog people who came befoee toe court were, in many -ways, laersons
who had been deprived of the opportunities that most of us take for grmtedin our growinglup

. process. Many of them were hardly members of the human family', in the sense of their beingbarfng
aod committed persons. Life had. given !little to help them reach their 'lumen potential..in my gener-
ation, we grew up khowillg we were needed because neither the fami'y -nor the economy Could -
manage without us. Early on we became part,of the human family mnd had the satisfaction of seeing
ourselves as such.

. .
At twenty-six I began work In the Juvenile Court and became an advocate for youth participa-

tion. I kept pressing for it in ink/ work as a cansiltant to foundations and government agencies .

involved in prompting youth employment and delinquency preventioo programs.

In 1967, a group of us vvto Worked as advocates far youth banded together to form the
*National Commission on Resources for Youth (NCRY). Our founders included'edueetorse indus-
trialists, social scientists, lawyerk among whom were Jahn -Gardner, ,Ralph Tyler, Charles DeCarip,
Rene Dubai; ail had become concerned with the lack of opportunity for youth to participGte.
Each of the board members has c4tinued with active inyalve Tient in varlotis endeavors of the \
Commission's work. Qur purpose ifto provide young people with opporlufirtles to grow and develop
through participation in the real world, through experlence and service to others'. It is gratifying to .

see that vocational educators are at long lest coming together to talk seriously about learning fhrough
experience:

At one tim... gave much of my life to trying to build real-life experiences into high school
vocational class Ouring the time I was on the Board of Education of New York City, li,spent my
days visiting higs .i7o1 vocational education classes. I usually took with me-ohe of thq city's
bus.ioess or profess. anal leaders whom I wanted t'educate" as to the needs of teenage. students.
One such.person wet Dr. Cherles DeCarlo. At that time he was an IBM executive and the man who
headad the task force :hat de4e1opeti the first largecomputer. He is now president of Sarah Lawrence
Collegt. Todether we vibited a vocational school locatedin a decaying area orNew York Cityfand
we walked in-on a class ki electricity. It consisted of a lecture bY the teacher to be followed by
questions "from hiitstudents. The students seemed to Se 1/4,Ing fun among themselves, with much
fooling around, but selerned to have little interest in the subject under4i5eussion. My guest couldn't_
restrain himself, so he grabbedssome materialswires, :-)ulbs and thingsand begun writing formulas
on the blackboard and illustrating their meaning by piecing togetherthese mate lids that made light
and.noise. The students suddenly came alive. When the bell rang for class dIsmiiaI, they gathered
around the guest. An hour later, they Were still enttfutiastically challenging the original mathematical `-
formulai. In my judgment, tf4s reaction was due meanly 'to the scieçial genius of Dr. DeCarloPbut
to their being obi, to sae the practical application of what they had, heretofort , encountered only
as a theory, Nome this is not an exatnple of the type of experiential educatior which I wish to talk
about here, but it is probably as much "experience" as today's studenecan r ossibly get out of the

1.
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claarbom; and yet we adults, if we are to be honest with ourselves, know that much of what we

ii through experienci. Exaerience was alnajor source of learniiig for most of my generation.

We carried considerable responsibility in our homes;on tt rms, or in the workplace. Those

opportunities are not open to young people today. NCRV5 roission is to see that they are provided

by youth participation programs, and this can fake place in vocational education.

We think thit quajity yot'rth participation programishould provide more than just work, for

work itself will not meet the need; of many of these youngsters. A Ouality youth participation

program fosters the growth of the human qualities in the development of young persons toward

rriaturity. It goes beyond merely theleaching ota skill in this or that kind of work. -The youngsters

should sea themselves meeting a real need. To profit by this experiende they must be called upcin to

carry responsibility and to make decisions which affect others'and for which They, lie held account-

able. It should provide for a colleague relationship with adults. Most yOungsterS know adults only

as thaautiiority figures they see in their-parents and teachers. And most important, it should include

a seminar which provides t.e opportunity for a period of supervised reflection where the experience

is complemented by critiCal analysis.

In patigrams-where yOuth are serving their communities by quality youth participation, the

gfeatest_satitfaction students express seems to be that they see they can "make a differer.ce." This

insight was probably the most impnrtant factoFin pushing most of us into adulthoad. .

Now as to your guidelines for quality experiential education programs: I think most of them

are beautiful examples, but almost all havikto do with the workplace, that is, work in private

industry. I want jo"tumind you that work also-takes place in the non-profit Sector, the human

service agencies *here youngsteri serve as aides to trained staff in caring for te elderfy.otyoung
children,gor in sehools, where they teacli younger children. We have seem mLa learning take place

on the part of unskilled tutors when the'Y teeth younger children. Youngsters working in day-qpre

centerr dr in homes for the elderly or thesick are performing a great service, and yet these programs

would be hard put to meet some of the guidelines that you express in this paper. Indeed, the guide-

lines are helpful to peopia-whalcre thinlaing of career-type education or industrial placement, but I

would ask you to add to them guidelines and program requirements which would help bring the

young person to his other potentialas a caring adult. .

I can take you to hundreds of youths in schools, &nirts and correctional :.-,titutions who do

not know how to care for other people becalse they have never had the experience of being loved

or cared for by anyone else. Few of our istablished institutions of, learning recognize that helping

humanize the ktudent should become part of their curriculum. It can belfostered by experiential

learning in thehirman services, 'provided the program has the components of a quality youth

participation program. 4

Your guidelines.recognize the need for '"a time of reflection" on the experience. I jUdge that

this means you recognize that experience, by itself, is not necessarily a learning experience. We have

found tz it is difficult for teachers to lead a discussion around experiential learning. I remember

a beautiffil young teacher in a southern state who had # group of youths working eight hours a week

in day-care centers. Child development`was the course they were taking, ahd they were to get Their

child development theory in a class seminar conducted by the teather. When I visited %he class, I

always found the Uticher giving a lectUre on child deVelopment.
a '

4

I would plead, "Sally,kiear Sally, you closet give the kids a chance tePshare with you the

concerns they have as a result of their experiences witti the Vounger children."
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Shg would reply, "Oh, theY have no worries over the experience; they just love to play with
liftle kids."

Each student in youth participation programs keeps a log. The first log I picked up was
Margie's. She Was thirteen and in the eighth grade. She wrote of her concern for Stevie, who was
three. "He doesn't play with the other children. I wonder if it could be because His Wither just
died,"

I went into the day:care center and there was Margie with Stevie on her lap and the day-care
teacher saying, "I told you Stevie mu. t play with the other children."

.
As I listened to Stevie and Margie, he was saying, "You know, we're having a party at our

house. My mommie is home baking the cake. My graridma is coming."

Margie was fitting'into the fantasy and asked, "Who else is coming?" Stevie pointed to the
teacher. You could see he was_trying to convert that day-care teacher via the party!

Incidentally, when I remarked to her that I understood Stevie was facing a crisfSzAthat he had'
just lost his mothershe replied, "Yes, his mother has died, and he is going to have to learn to live
without her." Margie at age thirteen, through her capacity to liSten and to show affection to that
child, was better prepared for dealing with Stevie's problem than either the classroom teacher .or
the day-care teacher.

The seminar, or time of reflection, is difficult for teachers or other authoriv figures to handle.
It calls for atrust and confidence in the student and a quality of humility on the part of the teacher.
It is hard for a teacher to say, "I don't knowlet's find out together." Too little pf that takes place
in schools. I don't see help on this emphasized in your guidelines.

(mall honesty, I learned more about children and their needs from the boys and girls who
appeared before me in court during those seventeen years I was on the bench than from all my
training in child development, law, or from the continuous reading of the research findings of the
scholars.

If you are going to sponsor eXperiential education, it is important for you to emphasize that
students be given work assignments which challenge them and stretchithem beyond their present
state of knowledge or experience, which demand they carry responsibility, even if it means that
they make mistakes in the process. Schools should be able to provide the protective invironment
'that permits mistakes to be the source of positive learning.

One of you spoke about watching your own youngster's growth as she was given the care of
a defective child. I would wager that her unusual creativity in dealing with her young chargkcame
as a result of knowing that the responsibility rested on her for a solution. Most adults find it difficult
to give young people responsibility. They prefer to say, "This is the method and do as I say." In
the Youth-Teaching-Youth programs which we conducted, we gave low scores to the teachers who
gave the orders for the day such as demanding that their feenage tutors cover pages 10-20 in a
reader, rather than letting them take responsibility for finding the needs of their young charges and
letting them work out ways to meet those needs.

Most of us, particularly the kind of people here, grew up with a gradual movement towards-
adulthood from early childhood. Dr. Rene Dubos, a member of our board, challenged me as to why
I was stressing responsibility for adolescents. He stated: "I began carrying responsibility and became
an adult at six." He told of his father, a butcher, dying when Rene was six, and of how he-helped

13
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his mother manage the shop and continued to earn the living which his father had provided. His .

story caused me to reflect on my own early life experience. My sister, age three, and I were placed

in a convent boarding school, as my father left for the hospital to die. As the oldest child in the

dormitory, I was expected to look after the younger children. I would hear cries in the night and

would rock tiCem to sleep to help them overcome their loneliness. As I look back on those days

when I felt it was my responsibility to nurture them, I guess I, too, became an adult at six.

Ideally, the placing of responsibility on a child should be given early and at home. This is not

easy in today's child-rearing mode. This loss must be compensated for in school programs. It is

almost like saying that experiential education may be giving the student his or her "last clear chance"

for this necessary part of human growth and development

Your guidelines do not mention the qualities needed in the adults who work with teenagers.

Young people need an adult model. During adolescence it is hard for them to accept as models

their parents or the usual type teacher, who is to them an authority figure. They need a relationship

with an adult Whom they view as a colleague, a person they talk to and who will help them
build confidence. For some years I have been trying to anal e the qualities of the kind of persons

who make good supervisors for youth participation prog ms. I give low priority to the adult who

cares more about the product produced than about his or her student's personal development I

give equally low priority to adults who think they must be "one of the kids." These youngsters do

not want that kind of model; they want a person who cares about them and their work, who helps

them set goals and demands quality performance from them.

Experience with these programs has also taught me that, if the ingredients I have been dis-

cussing are not present, the program will not be one of quality and will not provide the learning

needed by youngsters. Most important of all, youngsters must feel that, as a result of their work

and their relationships with adults, they have been Able to make a difference. We all need this type

of fulfillment Workers in a factory assembly plant can feel that they can make a little difference

even very littleif they do vvell. Granted, there is more than making a difference that is keeping

them on the jobbetter benefits, etc. But for the kids who are beginning, the most important tasks

are those that give them that inner feeling of having made a difference.

The profundity of this came home to me most poignantly when I was visiting a prison and

spotted a little shaver working on a hand-operated pOnting press. He was small in stature and looked

about twelve. I was enraged to find him in en adult prison. However, he infoFmed me that he was

twenty-three, but had been if! correctional institutions since he was eleven. He looked so happy and

concerned about his work that I suggested to'him that it probably meant he was being paroled. He

said, "No, J'd rather stay hAe." I confessed my doubts, but he replied, "Yes, I mean it; it's this

job." When I asked what was so important about this job, he said, "How can you ask?" And I can

still see the brown eyes of that little fellow staring at me with contempt. He said, "But for me, this

wouldn't work."

If you analyze his statement, you realize ,there is very little in life today that gives a worker
that satisfaction. Still it's a need we all have, particularly when we are strUggling thragh the
adolescent years knowing that we aren't needed, and in some pieces are not even considered

capable of mowing the lawn with an electric machine.. It's essential during those adolescent years

for young peopit to find that they cab make a difference.

In closing, let rhe say that research is nOw showing that the very qualities I have [Teen describing,

and that we have been demanding for the last twelve years in youth participation programs, are
proving to be the ingredients that make for a contented and good worker. It was a pleasure for me
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to hear Dr., Min Owens relate his research on the EBCE program. Täs fine young man can give
you figures.to prove that all the things we have been demanding in quality youth particiation
programs pay off iwthe attitude of the young worker.

In closing, let me
to test their talents beyond the academic walls; but remember, you

thratulate you on e beautiful attempt you have made in the guidelines
to open the way for stu
must add those components which pqmote the human growth and development of the students as
a result of their work.sl wonder if you know how grateful I am to tindivocational edycators
demanding real experietace. Sixteen years ago, when I was visiting vocationaLichools, I vvould find
the students being given orders as to where to put every nail in building a house or a Viet (or Ewen
"Mama's footstool') inside the school building, only to have their work torn doWn and reduced to
scrap as the semester enoed. All this has proven to me ttr you ere making e difference.
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by
Kenneth Edwards
Director of Skill Improvement Tniining
Inttrational Bro*rhood of Electrical Workers

Jazz is something which really started here in New Orleans, and we can compare it to
experiential learning.

How wj1d a person really learn to play good jazz? Would you tell a person to read music?.
Would you t1l a Person how to play an instrument? Would he or she have to know how to play

_Gershwin's 'Rhapsody in Blue"? How would you' tell Louis Armstrong he had to.go to school to
, learn how tq be a.jazz mutician?

I'm tryipg to make a fundamental point about the meaning of education. Real education is
drawing somethingiutof an individual, not pouring it in. The example orf Louis Armstrong is quite
pertinent because it requires the basic skills which we are trying to teach or pour inth educitiot
but also requires something elsesomething on the part of the individual. And that is a creative
effort to pull something out of educational experience that can be used at a later date. You have to
be able to improvise to draw out this "something." Louis Armstrong improvised when he "drew
out" the playing of his trumpet, or wiped his forehead with a handkerchief, because these things
made him what he was:

The basic problem in American education today is that we have lost sight of some of these
creative*pects. There are Very few experienced persons in the system who can draw crvative efforts
out of th'e individual. We hope our children have acquired facts. We try to teach facts; but these
facts, unless they have reeky tb them, mean nothing.

, I was quite amazed last week when one of the news stations in Washinitcn, D.p. did a little
memorial to a n by the name of John Pbillip Sousa who has been dead for about fifty-five
years. And theY'eisiced maybe fifteen individuals on the Street who John Phillip Sousa was. None
knew. I was quite amazed at some of the younger people to whom this question was addressed. Two
of them had gont to John Phillip Sousa School and didn't know who he \was or what he did or what
he added to thismatal rnvpivement. They knew he existed, but you should have heard some of their
comments regardi"ng who he was. No one had actarally told them nor exPlained to them the process
of "drawing out" who he was,

I'll give ypu a quick example of ihis learni g process. You can tell a person tci stay away from
fire. He or she can build many fires and it will r1t mean very much until a hand gets put in the fire
and gets burned. Then the p_ ribrilearns from tip exrrience to stay away from it.

Presently government spends huge sums of moriey to learn about the learning process and to
educate the educators about how to be ben* educato\-s. We drag our feet treating the symptoms,
while the disease spreads.

The.project that we are discussing at this conference holds a new promise. Experiential learn-
irg itself is not really new. Learners have been participating in a Work setting probably since the
birth.of human culture. But what is urtique in this particular project is the pooling of ideas from dur
advisory panel. As you were told this morning, many sectors joined in this common effort to re-
vitalize the education process. We spent several hundred hours discussing our perspectives. We read
draft reports. We argued aboufsorne of the problems such as those you brought up this morning.
We Shared our idiots. But we insisted on taking a realistic position and making this position heard
and understood. We all learned something from this process.
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The final study present: suggested moves to fokter cooperation in experiential leKning. It did

foster the filling of gaps at the grass-roots level, and I think this is very necessary. At the heart of

the project was the learner who experiences this type of education, the-student who is trying to

discover the meaning of life by a genuine pcocesss of education. The learner is challenged to make

observations, to handle material, to interact`with people. The bottom line is active experiencea
mand that the student draw out for himse0 or herself the cooperation and observation needed in

the adult world.

The basic process of education is to put vitality into the context of this report. Students in

experiential learning places must do more than memorize facts. They must plunge into the total \
environment forpwhile and discover how the* Operate in that environment.) submit that education

that pulli something out of the student is more exciting and mai rewardinithan our present
system. The individual becomes Marked by sip9ere growth.

We built bridges putting this project together. experiential learning builds many bridges. It

linki the world of school with the world oiwork. It can link the liberal arts with practical applica-

tion. It can link technical theory with practice. It can also link organized labor, business, eduCation,

and community-based organizations in a common effort.

Organized labor h ng fought for the preservation of American education. It is a proper

agent to preserve our cultural relevance. The basic nature of education must also be liberating. As a

person grows in self-knowledge and academic knowledge, that person must remain free to interact,

change his or her opinion and create ndw in3ights.

As we urre talking this morning, I wrote down al; the work experiences I've had. I've been in

forty-five different clearly-defined occupations in seventeen different industries, and I'm quite

young yet. I think children should experience this kind of occupational change. They should be able

to-change in midstream from an acaamic education to vocational-based education and vice versa

if they so desire. Adults should'have the opportunity to Walk in and out of a system at any point

in life if they think that system will support something that they want to do, something that they

want to learn.

As I go around the counsy talking to Many people, I find a terrific number of misfits out

there. You brought up the questidn of compensation this morning. If a person, is not a misfit in his

or her work, Compensation is a less critical issue. I spend-many hours doing things that I want.to do,

whether or not I'm compensated, and I think you dof too. It's the same thing with students When

tipy are really turned on. When we start demanding compensation_tof work that doesn't fit us in

some degree or apother, the more misfit we are the more compensation we want.

These guidelines are sensitive to the views of a widetipectrum of society. We hope that this

project inspires, challenges, and excites many participanb', in experiential learning. If it draws such

a response, then it will succeed truly as a new educational moyement.

4
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by
Joseph Durant
Manager of,Business Infoksation Systems
for the RM7try and Environmental..,_ .

Sternt Division
Gelsetal Electric Compary

-lam going to speak in a slightly different:vein.'I didn't contribute to the guidelines. As a
member of a General Electripmanagement team, I have used guidelines in my association with an
experience-based educational program. 1 manabe a Jarge computer operation4and I have many
professional people.working for me who arehighlSr technical, along with less skillea operational
types. About five years ago, I Was asked to participate in an Experience-Based Career Education
prpgram being sponsored by the Philadelphia schodl district. Being a father of seven, 1 have always
Kild a deep interest in cpreer education:The particillar program was developed by Research fiar

'.'.Better Schools, It is a !Art of the Ptillakielphia school district and is presently fully funded by them.
) It is part of one cif the major btgtvschools whose student population is abous 4,500. There are 400

'4"-- students in the program. Thiy have their own wing within the scl400l with their own administrators.
There are some 200 firms in the greater Delaw6re Valley who-support it on a totally volunteer basis.
The program is structured into sixtTi to eigtiteen different career clusters whiCh the 200 firms
sup'bert.

. .
The students spend one day out of their school week either exploring careers or working in a

,-- career specialization phase. I use the word "working" advisedly. These students are not paid. 14"-...
wouldn't touch that particplar issue with a ten-foot pole. The argument for the intrinsic vplue of
work has never been too successful when 1 try to convince my fourteeri-year-old of ithe intrinsic
value of beautifying our front lawn. But there is'a great deal of intrinsic value to be received from
thes ep rograms. Other than the school administrators, everyone involved is a volunteer and has a

thdeep d ire to gain something from e program.

I ?Pave heen an aciive member of our program's advisory board for several years and helped
many of the other companies establish their programs. That's why I feel guidelines are so important.
I was very pleased when I saw these guidelines published; not only because of their depth and wide

A scope, but also because of the great nied they will fulfill.

I would I;ke to relatethree or four of the guidelines totfie particular program we sponsor at
our division. I am the resoace site cobrdinator for both career exploration and also the career
specialization sponsor in the field of computer science.

In the first guide)ine, the key words are: "goals, learner objectives, all participants, notonly
students but those working with the students." In our program I develop a contract with the

AN student. Students set up interviews with me. They go through an hour inteiview because I have an4
obligation to them to be sure that if they"are going to spend twelve days over the next twelve
weeks with me that they k i ow what they are getting into. Time is very valuable. Those of us who

s.have entered middle age k owfiow valuable it i I have an obligation to them when I say, "This is
what you can get. Whatca eers are you exploring?",Within the field of computdr science there are
many different patlip they can follow, and what I can offer them may be totally out of line with
their interests. At ;tie saMe time 1 tell them what is expected of them. At the end of the hour if a
student and I decide that we want to enter into a contract, we draw one up. In essence it is the
curriculum for, the twelve weeks and represents what the student can expect. Students, in turn,

j
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come back to me with objectives that they expect to attain. The goals might be something like
Writingand successfully developing a simple computer program; vccessfully operating four or five

specific pieces of equipment over that period of time. Those are their goals. It is absolutely essential

that they have specific goals in mind because that's where the true reward and satisfaction comg,

not only for the student but for my peopfe working with them. The program actually adds in a

mall waY to jobs for our existing employees because I must use those resources to work with

students. I still have "X"amount of work to do; but I have to have other resources onisite to handle ,-

this commitment. To support this kind of program actually creates more jobs.

The second guideline states: "learning sites should be developed." Most'of our sites were

develoned through a good public relations program from our Chamber of Commerce. Too often
people say "yes" and they sign up, but they're there in name only. l'ye viked to sdma of the

students who would go to places where they would sit off in a corner and be given a book to read,

or be told to watth. NOw who -wpnts to play show-and tell? Their time is too valuable. Sites must

be developed. People4vho are responsible for these prograrois must be sure the'y are getting quality

.sites. You are wasting everyone's time if the students are not going to get anything out of it. i also

ded seeing words in.'the`guidelines like "developing long-term personal, social, educational, and

career development." I love that word "personal" because it's a total Iparning experience. Most Of

our students come from the inner-city. Over the past five years, three of the young Women who

went thr'ough my computer science field were mothers. They were sixteen years old'and had children

at home. That's where they're coming from. I always like to relate the learning experience of one

young woman,naritelt Cheryl. One of the first assignments she,had was to work in our data prepara-

tion or keypunch area. Most of the women she worked with are between thirty-five and forty, and

in my p muter group, they are also strongly religious.

Cheryl came to me at the end of her first day and said, "I dciti't like it out there. I don't think

I'll continue."

I said, "Why not?"

She said, "They don't like me. I can tell that they don't like me. No one wants to talk to me

on my, lunch hour. They kind of shun me."

I said, "Well, you've just Iparned a very valuable lesson." 11.

Cheryl had the God-given atiributes of Raquel Welch, and she also wore one of he T-shirts

that the shops are selling here with a lot of advertising across the front. That didn't set too well,

especially with all thesudden traffic through the area by young male workers.

I said, "Now yob know that there is more to coming to work than just doing the work; you

have to relate to the people around you. Look at how your fellow workers are dressed; you may

have to change your style."

She did and was accepted.5he had a valuable experiencePthat she never would have gotten in

a classroom. That's extremely irhportant. The total commitment is not just to educational or

skilled trainingit's to the total pe7n, because it's the total person who's going out there in the

world.

The third guideline contains the phrase, "meaningful activity, and the need for reflection and

interpretation." I always try at the end of the work day when the student is leaVing to come in and

even interrupt a meeting so I can spend five or ten minutes with him or her. That's important

because it tells the student that the big mbn upstairs is interested in why's happening down here.
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Because I'm not going to see that person for a week, it also makes me push and probe to reflect On
what was learned, and perhaps what he or she would like to see ne...it week. How can we continue
to reinforce? It's not enough to bring students in, wave bye-bye to them, and then as they leave at
theend of the twelve weeks, shake their hands and s4 what a great job they did. You've got to
force that reflection, on a formal basis, and it should be in a dialogue.

Now I'd like to swing to the last guideline: "personnel in the morkplace." We try to be very
careful about the people trio-students are primarily going to deal with. Since our students come
mostly from inner-city areas, I like to select individuals from that erea who are now successful
professional people who did it the hard way, who got their experien e after they started out in the
mailroom, went to college at nighI,through our tuition refund progra, and got their degrees.
Talking to people like that helps them see how to attain,tbeir goals s not going to be an easy row
to hoe, but these are people to whom the students can relate.

In summary, there is immeasurable value in providing experience, especially at the high school
level, for students today. I'm nofjoing to drape myself in the AMerican flag, but I am going to
speak as a parent now. As I told NiCIL1,1 have seven children. Four of them are in college. Two of
them went through three majors and`three of them are going to have to go at least five years. Now
they are all pretty well zeroed in on the direction they're going. But you know, they didn't get
there because Daddy said, "This is what you ought to do, but because they got the experience
which gave them the direction." I have a daughter who is going to enter the field of special educe-
tion, working with the mentally retarded. When she was in high schyoi they had a program called
teacher's assistant She spent the first two periods working with mer\tally retarded students.

Naturally, Mom and Dad said, "That's not an easy field. Him do you know you're going to
like it?"

She said, "I'm going to find out. I'll jell you what the, rewards are when I'm done, and I'll tell
you whether I can hack it."

One of the individuals she worked with in her senior year was a little boy named Joey. When
Joey died she was pretty broken up. She came to me and said, "You know, Dad, I know they don'.t
pay us very much in this field, but do you want to know the kind of rewards I earned from this
experience?" She showed me a little love note that Joey had written her, and she said, "That's my
rewardthat's what I learned from that exprience. Thank God I had that experience, and I think
I can hack it."

Today she's working in the coal mining region of Pennsylvania as a volunteer while she gets
her education, and she's enjoying every minute of it, something I could never do. She got it through
experience. That's so importantto bridge that gap. Hopefully, thsase kinds of programs will con-
tinue to grow and expand with quality. Thank you.
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41.
RELATED GUIDELINES

(1) Experiential education goals should be translated into specific leamer objectives and should be
stated in tecrs that reflect shared understanding among all participants. Criteria for evaluating the
objectives aie pari of this shared underganding.

[ (3) Evaluation should be a continuous process involving all participants; this process should be
conducted according to terms and procedures established in the planning stages.

16-t

1/4,Moderator:

John Swann
Deputy Executive Direotor of Programs and Planning
Recruitment and Training Program

:Warren Meyer
Professor Emeritus, UnNersity of Minnesota

Thomas Owens
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Jerry tlker
Senioc, esearch Specialist
The National Center far Research in Vocational Education
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ESTABLISHING LEARNER OBJECTIVES AND EVALUATION
.)

General,Impressions

Reflecting on the importance of objectives and evaluation in his introduction of this panel,
m'oderator Swann/Meted that "without these two essential ingredients, experiential rimming would
become experim.dWl, learning." Two qf the guidelines were created to help foster excellence in
experiential pribgrams, and in so doing;aminimize the experimental in experiential learaing. .

...,. i f* i

.. Panelists, offering a variety of comments,Ideis, ancropinions on issues surrounding th guide-

lines, gave a favorable reaction to them. Agreeing on their utility, Meyer noted that "the pr ject
staff, the adyisory panel, and ethers who have contributed are to be commended for the ex Hence

of this eerly document. The guidelines satisfy a fundamentol need." "The real importance of the
guidelints,", Walker noted, "is that wfiat is included lp them sbould be done well." Two statements
from th6 guidelines proved to be particularly stithulating teopics for comment, and prOvided some

,
helpful discussion: "Goals should* translated into specific objectives which reflect a shared
understanding among participanW and "Evaluation should be a continuous process involving all

participants." ,

Reservations concerning the guidelines on Objectives and evaluations Were few and generally

represented a cOncern about implementation. 9ne panelist, for exan4ple, felt that formulating
objectives At are shared by all prdgram participalts appears to przent an,atmostovenvishening
job. It was o ious that the panelists had taken an analytical approlach in Oleic review of the

h.\guidelines. They were precise in describing the strengths inherent i he guidellnes and insightful in
pointing out how their concerns could be resolved.

There were three points mentioned for additional consideration. First, objectives should
represent modest, realistic intentions with real posentiai for fulfillment. Siacond, oblectives, rather
than-being blindly adhered to, should be suscepti'ple to modification, addition or even elimination,
as needed. Trd, evaluating the proceslks young people go througifirt a program is equa4 as

important as the kind of program evaluation being stressed in the guidelines.

Panelists offered a sampling of diverse opinians and experiences which besically contributed
to and supported the philosophiunderlying the guttlelines.

Dilemmas

Establishing objectives and evaluairrtg experiential learning programs are a little like trying to
maneuver on an icy expressway. The business of arriving at one's destination in one piece with no
dents or damage is difficult indeed. The hazard of sliding into difficultieScan be reduced by estab-
lishing clearly understood objectives shared by all participants. This point, was clearly4made by the
guidelines and was strongly endorsed by the panelists.

"We need a guide to show us where we're going and a way of knowing when we have arrived,"
, said Meyer. The lack of clear objectives in many experiential educatinn programs has contributed

to several dilemmas cornmon to the field. According to Walker there is frequently little agreement
on objectives among educators, business and labor people. This creates communication problems
that are tOo often aggravated by the-terms used to state objectives. Non-educators frequently view
such terms as pedantic and unnecemarily precise.
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,

Other difficulties arezinitiated by program planners who allow the learning vehicle tovbecome
the whole program rather than a single part. Technological programs for which a piece of equipment
is purchased seem especially prone to this "tail wagging the dog" syndroMe. "P6rhaps because the
computer is still rather mysterious to many people, computer application program's frequently find
themselves rnited in thisway," remarked Walker.. The same problem exists when intriguing evalu-
ation instrUments are stumbled upon and become integral in determinrng a program's direction prior
to the establishment of clear, thoroughly negotiated objectives.,

"Guideline'one makes no reference sp education goals ... , but rather to the student objectives
derived from those goals. I think' that's smart," Meyer commented. Cautioning against the imposi-
tion of prepackaged objectives on programs and the disastrous effect that has on success, he sug-
gested that there is a critic& need for all groups involved to participate equally in establishing objec-
tives. This would mean students or clients would have an equal voice since they strongly influenCe
program survival. "They need opportunities to have considered opinions about the program since
their inpitt is one key to success," he said, noting that labor's role should noSibe underestimated
either, as co-workers are a strong factor in learning how to adjust to a 'work environment.

A
Sometimes objittives are written to "fool the funders" according to Walker. "There is no real

intent to have the objectives materialize. It's simply a way to have dollars flow from on high." Such
a tactic is occasi'onally employed to appease various funding groups. However, he commented, it
returns to haunt program planners when evaluation is undertaken and results show no significant
difference. 7

"The fact that evaluation of most experiential education programs reveals no significant
difference in a technical sense is a conclusion that could at least be lessened by a greater degree of
clarity and understanding of the cOjectives," Walker remarked. He pointed out the need for honest
objectives that are realistic-ind modest enough to be fulfilled. The power of these situations to
create difficulties "could be substantially reduced." he said, "if more careful attention were given
to goal setting." At the same time, negotiated objectives are not meant to be casx in stone. A com-
mitment to them is necessiry; however, as a program's potential t6 achieve its objectives becomes
clearer, the need to modify those objectives makes itself felt.

Sculpturing Objectives

"There is a real danger in creating objectives that are too bread or too specific," commented
Owens. Such objectives can be easily ignored. Although the type of program does have an effect
on how broad or specific they should be, Owens suggested a middle ground as an alternative.
Educators, student's, parents and community people involved in his program collaborate to identify
six to twelve key objeCtives. These are made more concrete by carefully defining the rationale for
each. Objectives must help students do something meaningful outside of school and beyond their
formal high school education. In addition, all program activities are geared toward achievement of
objectives. This provides some protection against time-consuming projects which, though perhaps
enjoyable, do not fit what the program is trying to do,

f a

Young people in experiential education programs need to see specifically what the program, will do to help them achieve those objectives. Hand in hand with that, said Owens, is the fact that
v "it's really essential for the youngster to realize the responsibilities he or she, at an individual, has

in reaching them." This has the additional effect of helping "build in a-sense of ownership for
what's going on," he remarked.
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Fruitful Collaboration

The importance of ctillaboration in developing objectives Was stressed frequently by panelists,

and they were delighted to see it emphasi:ed in the guidelines. The success of such a collaborative

effort is frequently facilitated by the approach used. One that Owens found effective required

inviting everyone ot express what he or she felt were the essential things to be learned in high

school. From the ideas generated, a draft bf objectives could be built and taken to the community

lot a critique. Beyond that point, collaborative groups would choose the curriculum area in which

they Want to suggest change./ In his program, three curriculum areas were Identified: basic skills,

career development, end life skills such as personal development end citizenship. Within the life

skills area, "most community people and representatives of business and labor have been particu-

larly interested in defining survival skills," according to Owens. Because of their interest in thii area,

the help they have provided has'been notable.. ,

Meyer suggeseki that to circumvent program competition within the scht;o1 and the commu-

nity, and to foster cooperation between programs, representatives from all other local work-
experience programs should be included in the development of objectives and evaluation criteria.

Further Considerations

Panelists.shared several thoughts about evaluation whieh they felt deserved conlideration.
Economic and other changes cause employers "to run hot and cold" in their support for programs,

remarked Meyer. Thus the need for "cost-benefit information, in addition to formal evaluation,

has become essential for both employers and taxpayers." The positive data on achievement of

objectives delivered to employers who participate in constructing objectives can help those

employses feel their efforts am worthwhile.

Young people achieve their objectives in diffserent ways and, hopefully, get something from a

program that not only is broader than an accumulation of facts, but may not be readily measurable

until they have left high school. "So it is appropriate," remarked Owens, "that we spend more time

looking at the processes young people go through, rather than just program outcomes and that we

use a variety of evaluation tecfiniques." His list of suggested techniques included true control

groups, live-in anthropologists, ethnographjc studies,cost studies, edversary evaluation and feask

bility studies. The need for a variety is "an excellent aspect to stress" in the guidelines, he noted.

Commenting that the importance of student self-evaluation is implied in guideline seven, Owens

mentioned students' need for help in assessing the quality 'of their own work using staedards that

make sense for them. Thus, two people working on the same project might evaluate themselves

differently according to their varying ability.

The call for continuous evaluation in guideline seven addresses itself to' formative evaluation

which, in contrast to sumrnative evaluation, aids in developing or improving a program. "Evaluators

are often called in at the eleventh hcour to help assess proiram data which they were not usually

involved in obtaining," comMented Walker. "About all that can be done at that point," he said, "is

to perform an autopsy of the program." Continuous evaluation by well-trained personnel would

tvelp eliminate this situation. Meyer suggested that another aspect bf formative evaluation which

will allow more effective modifications in a program is the systematic gathering of information from

.learners during the instruction period.
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Evaluation at the placern,,nt site should be done by those employees "closest to the action,"
commented Mayer. It can take a year or two for the coordinator to develop good training
environment There is the additional problemsof training employees who want to besponsors.
These people usually don't have education degoses 'and must be trained in supervision and evaluation
in a way that doesn't interfere with, their regular assignments.

Meyer Laid that the quality of instruction cquid tie measured by adapting an 'existiog training
profile that compares achievement ratings brstudent and worklupervisor. He feels there is great
potential to miasure worker satisfaction in instruments such as those deVeloped by the Minnesota
Studies in Vocational', Rehabilitation at the University of Minnesota. "Elefore adopting such instru-
ments/i.remarked Walker, "there is a need to determine whether they will actually measure 'achieve-
ment of stated objectives."

Summary

The dilemrnts identified by the panelists could, they felt, be solved to a degree, though not
el4ninated, by pursuing clear objectives. CollaboratiOn among all participants in developing those
objective; was frequently stressed, and a strategy for effective collaboration was offered bytone
panelist As objectives are identified, care needs to be eacercised to make them concrete and rialistic.
At the same time, yOungsters need to see how those objectives relate to their participation: Calling
for a variety of evaluation' techniques including self-evaluation, the Ninelists also agreed that
continuous evaluation by trained personnel is essential, and several potentially valuable evaluation
instruments were suggested.
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EXPERIENTIAL EDUCATION ALUMNI2

FiELATED GU-IDELINES

This pavel addressed itself to no one guideline irvparticular, but touched on many issues related
to the guidelines.

Roderator:

Louise Wasson
Graduate Rissearch Associate
National Center for Research in Vocational Educition

Panelists;

Dins Edwards
Graduate,..CoOperative Vocational Education

Dennis Dubarre
Participant I

School to Work L. kage Program

Karl Miller
Graduate
Executive High School internships Program

Mary Cayes .

Participant
Experience-Based Career Education
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2 EXPERIENTIAL EDUCATION ALUMNI

'
An opening panel composed of three experiential education program alumni and one current

enrolee set the pace antestablished a focus for the conference. Louise Wasson, panel moderator,
led the panelists in a spirited discussion of four diverse experientiallearning programs: Experience-
Based Career Education (EBCE), Executive High School Internships, Cooperative Vocational
Education, and the School-to-Work Linkage Program.

The discussion revealed many of the benefits and concerns associated with the programs. It

was obvious from the students' commenq that the programs had encountered and successfully

resolved many of the issues addressed in the policy guidelines.

Wasson skillfully Oirected the discussanti to consider six of the areas emphasized in the
widelines: nature of experiences, selection procedures, pay, academic credit, program outcomes,

and need for program expansion.

The young panelists enthusiastically described their programs to give conferees an impression

of the range of opportunities available. Dina Edwards, a graduate of a cooperative vocational
education cosmetology program, described her program as "designed for people who know what

they want to do and want training that will prepare them to graduate from high school and find a

good job." Dina participated in 1,500 hours of cosmetology training to graduate from high school

and qualify to take a state licensing examination.

Wassdn inquired whether the beautician training was offered at Dinal local high school.
"No," Dina responded, "I transferred from an academic high school to get the cosmetology
experience. I wes able to take my academic requirements and the job training at the vocational
school, so it seemed like a better deal."

Dennis Dubarre, a high school junior and a particip in the School-to-Work Linkage
Progrpm, also believed that he had a "good deal." "In my çrogram I get high school credit, on-the-

job trbining, a,good salary and nignt schbol courses that I can apply toward college credit."

Pressed by the moderator for more details, Dennis explained, "I go to my high school in the

morning, in the afternoon I get on-the-job training at my air conditioning and refrigeration job,

and at night I take courses in refrigeration et Delgado Community College. It's a pre-apprentice

program and in four years, when I'm twenty:one, I'll be a journeyman."

Karl Miller, a 1975 graduate of the Executive High School lpfernships Program, described his

program'which "tzkes students out of the high school environment four days a week to intern with

executives in the public and private sector,"

Wasson expressed concerns shared by many parents of experiential learners. "How can you

earn a diploma and qualify for college when.you attend School only one day per week?"

Karl explained that the majority of interns are seniors who have conscientiously completed
their graduation requirements and are looking for other challenges. Many of the students, motivated

by their internship experiences, do go on to college.

Mary Caves stressed the unique aspects of Experience-Based Career Education. "One of the

basic functions of the program is to teach students an independgm deeision-making process, not

only for selecting a 'career, but also for re:ching decisions you need to make every day,"
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Moderator Wasson requested details and Mary elab'orated. "We learn to identify problems,

gather relevant information, analyze the information and generalize to other situations. We apply
this'techbique at various community learning-sites that we chose ourselves from a list of 200
available sites."

"How did yEu become involved in experiential education?" All ft:1dr panelisA indicated ttfat
they selected partictipation-after exposure to a variety of recruitment strategies. Dennis and Dina
agreed that they Were attracted by the opportunity to get credible occupational training in high
school. treilnis pa pated in a screening and intervieW selection procw. pine" appl ied nri waited
a term for an ()periwig in the cosmetology course.

Karl and Mail; had not, as high school seniors, made career decisions. They became involved in
experiential education to explore occupational roles. As a result f her EBCE experiences at six
learning sites, Mafli became interested in ban ing.'When I first gt irito the program, I thought I'd
like a bookkeepi g course at a technical schobl. I decided after m experience at the bank that I
would enter 'a f r-year college accounting pr ram."

Karl related that his one-semester executive internship placement was determined following a

series of interviews with potential executive-sponsors. Interns and sponsors were matched based on
their respective preference ratings.

Wasson broached the sensitive issue of pay, and the iroung people reacted with very decided
-opinions. "The purpose of EBCE is to learn," Mary said. ,"We never get paid because we are just
going to school in the community."

Dina relatedpthat, although the beautician trainees charged for haircuts, the income was
reinvested in maintaining the program. "The money pays for supplies, like scissors and blow dryers,
which students might otherwise have buy themselves'

Dennis regarded iricremental pay n integral part of the apprenticeship experience. "I earn
three dollars an hour; and every six months, until I become a journeyman, I make a larger percent
of a journeyman's wage."

Wasson encountered more agreement as she posed the question of graduation credit for work
experience. Karl and Mary spent four school days each week in the community and a fifth day
involved ;n !oh-related reflective seminars at the high school. Both received a full semester's
complement f elctive graduation credits.

A me ber of the audience asked Mary to explain how thestcredits were earned. "We earn
credit by completing activity sheets. There are pre-packaged activTties, like one on personal
accounting, or students can set one up on whatever they want to learn; then they choose a commu-
nity site where they can do the necessary research. You always use the decision-making prkreess."

Becuse both Dina and Dennis were involved in two-year experiential p)-ograms, they were
completg academic course work simultaneously with their experiential training. Each semester
Dennis receives three academic credits for his three morning courses and three general graduation
credits for his afternoon on-the-job training.

When asked to identify in retrospect the advantages of experiential education, th alumni
were ready with examples. "The primary benefit was just meeting people. Working with adults was
so different from my experiences in high school," Mary commented.
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Dina continued, "Working with people was the primary advantage. HQwever, I also learned so
much about myselfwhat I could do, and also I know now what is expected on the job."

novi three years out of high school, had an interesting refleqion: "It changea my whole
viewpoint'on business and how it opetates. When I joined the program 1 was sort of a radical
liberal, down on,business. Then, I started meeting business people and I found out they were not
so tied. Also, the contacts I made in the program have been invaluable in my college program and
in Jocating jobs to put me through college."

Wasson observed that these students' experiences seemed to exemplify the sort of school-to-
work transitions we would hope for all young people. But do'all young people have access to such
programs? The panelists' responses indicate that they do not. Mary reported that she was guaranteed-

a position when she registered for EBCE; but today program applications are competitive, as EBCE
can accept only sixty of a class of 600. "My younger brother was really glad to get accepted this
year

Karl indicated that only about a dozen students in his high school participate each year in
Executive High §chool Internships. He added that the program is currently threatened by new
prescriptive and standardized graduation requirements that restrict elev tive flexibility.

Dina explained that she was on a waiting list for one term before an opening was available in

the vocational cosmetology progrant

Denpis is presently paid three dollars per hour for his on-the-job training. In succeeding months

he will 6arn a progressively greater percentage of the journeyman's wage until, after four years, he
will get his journeyman's papers. Agreeing that the opportunity to interact comfortably and success-
fully with adults outside the school setting was the greatest advantagetierived from experiential
education, they remarked that experiential options gave them the chance, after eleven years, to
break from the routine of reading textbooks, writing papers, and taking exams. "Contact with the
real world," Karl commented, "helped me to revalue my basic education as a viable survival tool."

Dennis mentioned good,,tfaining, good salary and the chance to accumulate college credits as
advantages that were special in his School-to-Work Linkage Program.

The young panel memlnrs indicated that there exists an unserved audience for experiential
learning. In Mar9's senior class of 600, only sixty could be included in the Experiential-Based
Career Education Program, Dina reported that there is a waiting list for her cosmetology course.
Karl commented that many of his high school classmatesmould have been interested in experiential
internships (seven at his high school were involved), but that the new graduation requirements in
his state might mak6 participation less feasible for many. At Dennis' high school in New Orleans,'
120 students are involved in coopei.etive learning experiences in trades and industry.

Summary

The experiential education alumni panel provided conferees a foundation of information and
insights regarding experiential learning. The panel's comments illustrated the versatility and potential
inherent in the experiential approach to education antt highlighted the need for efforts toward
providing all young people acCess to such programs.
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SELECTING PARTICIPANTS 3

RELATED GUIDELINES s

Six
Alllearners should have the opportunity to participate in programs and should be involved in
determining their assignments. Participation should be based on a clear arid shared understanding
of certain factors: (1) the skills, knowledge, 3nd attitudes the learner is expected to develop;
(2) the learner's need, readiness, and ca acity for developing theft; and (3) availability of resources
and opportunities.

Seven 1

Experiential learning opportunities should be developed at vario
community work sites.

Eigbt
Experiential learning opportunities should be developed gradually, expanding only after pilot
programs have demonstrated success.

s employment levels within
,

Modepior:

Deborah Coleman
Research Specialist
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education

Panelists:

I.
M. C. Batchelder
Bureau of Apprenticeship and Traiiing

Joann Duperrault
Program Coordin tor
Executive High hoo t ship Program

Mary Ann Ganey-Wieder
Project Manager
Kellogg High Scliool Project
National Information Center an 14olunteerism

Ron Nelson
Project Director
Experience-Based Career Education Program
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General Impressions
_

The most thought-provoking section of guideline five proved to If?e the first segment: "all
,w-learners shoull have the opportunity to participate in programs and should be involved in deter-

mining their assignments."

In discussing how their programs select participants, differences in approach al-e readily
apparent. Trying to provide the opportunity for 911 students to be informed abou-t the Executive
High School Internship Program (EHSI)has proven difficult as itis not always possible to talk wish
the total student population. Thus, many recruiting techniques have become necessary. Professionals
within-the volUnteer sector need to provide background information to teachers so they in tuin can
more accurateli(present the spectrum of volunteer opportunities to all their students. The School-
to-Work Linkage Program relies to an extent on aptitude in accepting student's for apprentideship.
Thus, participation in that program is somewhat selective.

Few comments were aimed directly aiguideline five, although generally the reaction seemed
favorable. One panelist expressed a Concern that not much direct support is spelled out in the
gifidelines for exploring-the volunteer community. However, she remarked that most of the guide-
lines apply to all the concerns the -.foluntary sector would have.

I

A

Recruitment

1"We stop at nothing. We recruit student in all kinds of ways," asserted Duperrault. "I am still
looking, in my thirteen#1 semester of recruiting, for newand better ways to do it." A wide variety
of techniques is used, rangin
population. She commented th
if school people were more op

tAfter an initial present of,the prograM and a sign-up by interested students, a county-wide
meeting is held in order foi _Oates to talk with current interns. "It has al the earmarks 1 a

gigantic cocktail party without the cocktaits," she commented. To ensure th t candidates' tuestions
about the program are answered, a list of questions has been developed which is used at the. ineeting.

Aftet the second interview with candidays,-a meeting is held with their parents to explain the
program and provide a forum for.,their4conceins.

Ganey-Wieder contends that oung pe ple should have the opportunity tci do volunteer work,
which provides a type of experien educe ion. Students "have been learn:ng from experiences

fora long time," she noted, and wh xpefiential education isdefini in a broad sense, "I firmly
believe that there is not a single age at iThch you cannot involve yourt people, and some not-so-
young. The diverisity in the non-profit sector allows students to gain vatiable experience. They can

develop rrftiny skilltand try out new ideas more easily, in some situatio s, than they could in a

more structured setting."

-talking tq all Amserican history classes OS infiltrating the student
he need for sUch a broad range of techniques would be less acute

ici-providing information On the EHSI Program.

RecrUiting young people for opportunities in volunteer work requires giving them enough

information to make an informed choice of assignment. To'help them make that choice, volunteer
bureaus and voluntary action centers haveforrped community teams as a resottrce for teactiers who

have front-line responsibility for providingolinteer information to ipticlenti. "The teacher needs
support. Giving the opportunity to learn abZ what, is available, learning about the activitie,s in
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these agenciesone person can't dO that," she said. These teams Pr (Nide a support base for
teachers thiat will help in'choice of placement, supervisibn, and reflection activities. In ad4ition,
her orgaritation has devel,... curriculu iV3. materials intended to develop appropriate attijcles and
o assess students' underst. 'g of volunteering and knowledge of their own skills. In selecting
udents for *cement, an interview is conducted which assesses candidates' strengths and weak-

nesses and outlines the a4tency's expectations, much in the manner of a job interview.
8

C.The School-to-Work Linkage Program is intended to provide a bridge between school and
work. In this prograrsistudent recruitmerit is done through coordinators and counselors. The selec-
tion piocets begins in the tenth grade when TIterested youngsters are first exposed to experiential
education, Batcheleer explained. In the eleventh grede, if students' interests in a particular area have A
continued, they are tested for aptitude, and intense classes in machine shop, electrical work or other
courses offered by the school are begun. By the time students have arrived in the twelfth grade,
they have some knowledge of whether this is what they want to do. Assuming students have
accumulated enough credits to be able to work a half-day, they are invited to take another test and
are then placed as apprentices according to available openings. In the senior year students will be
registered apprentices, and upon graduation will be employed full-time by the company. "The
retention rate during the first year out of high school has been typically ninety percent," he
remarked. "Every company I've called on has been overwhelmingly impre&sed by the program;and
almbst fifty percent of them are no lohger accepting the salary reimbursement we provide."

"The selection of participants is always weeding-out process," according to Nelson, who
noted that "we are not always the best j9dgej of who should he in the program."

-<-_-_--1_,

Selection of Assignments

"Inteviews are used extensively in our program as a device that &loll students to be actively
involved in selecting sponsors," noted Duperrault. They set up interviews With as many sponsors as
they wish; then students and sponsors rank-order their choices, providing a mutual selection process.

In volunteer work students have many classroom opportunities to become informed about
their choices. "Thinking through their motivation for choosing to vc Jriteer is important,"
commented Ganey-Wieder, "since this will sometimes cause a change sn the type of placement-
chosen. Once a placement decision is made, interviewing at the volunteer agency is often used to
qualify candiates and explain the expectations of the chosen agency."

Summary

The need for cre&iire recruiting
i
as a mechanism to inform all students of the EHS! Program

.was mentioned by one panelist who explained in detail how participants art involved in selectinc
their assignments. li volunteer work selection of students and their choice of assignment is the
shared responsibilit of teachers and the community team of volunteer bureaus. The selection
process for the Scho -ett,,_ to-Work Linkage Program covers a two-year period at the end of which
studenis are chosen for their interest and aptitude.
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'RELATED GUIDELINES

IMPACT OF THE PROGRAMS ON THE WoRKPLACE

Nine
Cooperating organizations should be encouraged io sustain their involvement over given periods of
time. The nature and extent of this commitment should be agreed upon in the planning stages by
all involved.

'Ten
The presence of experiential legners in the Workplace should not result in the displacementNof
workers. If the work force is reduced while a program is in effect, any required reductions in
experiential learners or other program Modifications should be made according to terms agreed
upoitin the planning stages.

Eleven
All persons responsible for experiential programs should be thoroughly familiar With legal require-
ments and ramifications as they apply to experiential learners.

Salary issues should be cooperatively decided upon by an parties involved in the program, working
within the context of the appropriate laws, regulations, and collective bargaining agreements.

Twelve

William Brooks
Director of PeFsonnel
Central Engineering Activity
Fisher Body Division,
General Motors Corporation

PANELIST

No
Picture

Available

Louise Harvey
Assistant Vice President
Boatman's National Bank

4

MODERATOR

\ Walter Dorosh
International Representhi%
Skill Trades Department
United Auto Workers

PANELIST PANELIST

Mary Ann Payne
Georgia Association

of Educators
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Pateral Impressions

The panelists, representing management and labor, were supportive of the guidelines and

demonstrated sensitivity to issues regarding the impact of experiential education on the workplace.

For example, Payne stated, "It appears to me that they [the guidelines] are right on target in

adtkessing issues that we face on a daily basis."

The paners presentation and the following discussion pointed odt the great potential of

experiential education itivroducing benefits not only for the workplace, but also for experiential

learners. One copference participant put it this way: "One of the,reasons students are in these

programs is that there is,r "nsic value in the activity of work or setvice. Youths need the

opportunity to learn a0;ii t." T 's was reinforced t51; another partidipant,who added, "The beauty

of experiential education is that stuaents get these opportunities ahd, rrf&-e importantly, that they

get gentle guidance fron ? a caring coordinator and a chance to reflect so the experiences are not

haphazard adventyrestabe forgotten, but rather are integrated for further use."

Dorosh, notir.g the guidelines' concern for all individuals, stated, "On the question of

minorriies, women, the disabled, veterans, we must recognize the important potential of experiential

programs to advance equal opportunities for all persons.'

The followini seleotions.reflect several key perspectives of the panel on issues related to

impact on the workplace.

Social Gaps

Harvey, disFussing the presence of studentlrainees in a bank, stated that "the problems we

encounter are not their ability to learn or produCe; the problemsfare sociological." The bank can

handle on-the-job training; other kinds of problems are more difficult to handle. "A teacher who

can relate well to trainees has proveri to be the mosfeffective approach to resolving some kinds of

difficulties," according to Harvey. l'You're /stealing' money1/4from the bank when you write checks

for Toney you don't have. This kind of statement can be a revelation in the students' process of

reflection." She stresses the Interaction with co-workers, being on time, staying right up to the end

of the work day, exploring lunch-hour activitiek, accepting compliments from supervisors. In

addition, she teaches skills that disadvantaged students rarely have such as handling a checking

account and reconciling bank statements.

Student behavior at Ihe work place is a significant part of the impact of experiential

progranr. Being forced out of the work,pool because of these behavioral gaps is a dilemma the

bank is attempting to avoid. It sees students as potential employees and conirders time spent

resolving such difficulties as time well spent.

A

Cigar-Box Funding

"Who pays and why makes a tremendous difference to the administrative impact on our

agenCy," commented Payne. SomOf the local funding sources are still "operating.out of a cigar

box. When it gets full, they pay the bills. It is not possible to operate efficiently under such condi-

tions," she remarked. Expressing concern that the guidelines might become federal policy, she noted

that her agency, already buried in paperwork, could simply not handle more under the existing

budget due to oomplex funding.sources.

MVP
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"It appears to me that the guidelinesare right on target in assessing issues we face daily,"
Payne remarked. However, she sees a need for further work on legal responsibilities. As director of
a mental health center, she is aware of the implications of involving students in an agency bounded
by strict confidentiality. There is also the unresolved question of who covers the insurance risk.,

Levels of Intervention

"If we're going to help most of the studentsespecially low-income, underprivileged, disad-
va taged or minoritywe need an approach that thoroughly considers their personalities and
atti des," stated McLocklin. Focusing on students who need assistance blending into the work .

envEronment, he suggested two kinds of intervention to maximize the positive impact of the student
on the workplace. First, either the sponsoring organization or the institution needs to provide
supwisory training to personnel dealing with students. Lack of money and lack of interest often
makI this diffidult'lf stipaikisois were to have training available to them through adult education
and could receive crecpt forTt,such training becomes a possible way to provide needed assistance.
.Second, a trainid person needs to be available for crisis intervention since it is common for students
to have problems adjusting to the workplace. One student might have a serious problem handling
eriticism; another.right offend the supetvisor by wearing a baakl, long hair, ar.J jeans; another
Might feel hai.or her disadvantaged background is responsible for not fitting in. If someone with
experience in dealing with such issues were available to work with students, a potential failure could
be turned into a pqsitive educational experience. The use of reflection in conjunction with crisis
intervention compounds students' alternatives for dealing with potentially negative situations.

Avoiding the Paper Mill
(

The impact of local Junding sources on effective agency services creates numerous difficulties,
accordinglo one panelist She cautioned that the burden of additional paperwork that could be
created if the guidelines were adopted as federal policy could place a severe strain on the agency's
ability to function.

I. Summary

The impact of social probletQls on the job and how to provide the necessary guidance to
resolve Thern was,a topic of interest and concern. Sensitive persons at the work site who can help
students develop constructive attitudes, gain some training, and receive guidance are useful in
helping students prepare for full-time employment. These guidelines should be helpful to repre-
sentatives from the workplace as they Participate in the development and implementation of
experiential education programs:



RELATED GUIDELINES

CERTIFYING EXPERIENTiAL LEARNIVG

Thirteen

The criteria for granting credit to learners for participation in experiential education programs
should be agreed upon in the planning stages by teachers, administrators,, program staff, and the
agency granting the credit.

Fourteen

Credit for previous experience in experiential education programs should be considered by labor
and management.

Moderator:

Gail Trapnell
Assistant Professor, Distributive EduCation
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Panelists:

Ralph Baker
Deputy Director of the Experience-Based

Career Education Program
Far West Laboratory for Educational

Relearch and Development

John Strange
Associate Executive Director
Council for the Advancement of Experiential Learning
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General Impressions

tseneral concerns about academic credit and potentially eroding effects of guideline thirteen

on other aspects of experiential education were of primary importance to panelists in this discussion.

A Although somewhat concerned about the effect of guideline thirteen on other guidelines, an

Opinion was expressed that the advisory panel did an effective job in looking at the questions raised

by this issue. "The fact that certifying agencies have yet to agree on a basis for crediting experien-

tial learning is a di!emma still hunting a solution," remarked Baker. He noted that additional

confusion is genarated among business, labor, and education groups over the issue of equating

competencies gained by experience with those gained in the classroom.

Strange outlined four arease particular kt,z5Icern to him:
,

id Guideline thirteen may undermine guidelines one, four and seven, all of which he considers

essential.

2) It may restrict adoption of certain objectives as legitimate for a learning situation.

`3) It fails to challenge the academic community sufficiently about what is and is not academic

and may undermine one of the great,values of experiential learning: the chance to recognize one's

own learning abilities, whether in dKoutside a classroom,k

4) It may interfere with theeobjective having to do with rclistribution of rewards in this' country.

Tradition plays a large part in the slow pace of changing attitudes on credit acccirding to both

panelists. Baker called for restructuring teacher training programs to encourage more concern about

affective learning.

Strange reinforced the importance of dealing with the whole person rather than trying to

separate an individual into component parts. Thp willingness of faculty to recognize that classroom

learning is compatible with and improved lay other kinOs of learning experiences is essential. He

noted that experiential learning benefits a wide range of individuals in all age groups.

Tradition

"We have been doing things in such a traditional way for such a long period of time that it's

very difficult to change," noted Baker.. "Taking traditional teachers and turning them into facilita-

tors of learning has been a difficult task. It cannot happen through osmosis. Staff development is

essential in order for teadbers to understand what experiential learning really means." Noting that

he would like to see a mechanism adopted in education.that would encourage tucOers,t, concen-

trate more attention on affective areas, he was not hopeful about their ability to 6-tfiat in their

present situation. Baker contends that we must go to the-source of supply and encourage dupge.

at the teacher-training level.

Baker's program addressed the issue of credit early in its development as it was important to

make sure that students vvere not penalized for being in the program. in pointing out that credit for

traditional classes is time-based, a discussion on course objectives was initiated with the school dis-

trict. He remarked, "Frequently the text serves as the only set of objectives which results in a

heavily,content-oriented emphasis."
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An iffort was made to help the district develop viable course objectives. When that was
accomplished, they could then be integrated into career-developnient and problem-solving
activities. "It is important that students underatand the utility of what they study," he commented.
Using the individual with whom the student works has proven a successful way of helping students
recognize the usefulness of basic skills. This points up the fact that since the whole person is
involved, it is-unrealistic to divorce affective learning from academic experiences, and there is a
concomitant need for credit in both areas. "It might be helpful," remarked Baker, "to evxamine the
competencies coming out of these programs. You may find in many cases they are greater than
those competeneies coming out of traditional classrooms."

Cautions on Credit

In expressing his concern about guideline thirteen, Strange explained that its implementation
might initiate erosion of vital areas in eXperiential education. "There is a range of objectives we
should be trying to set forth for our community," he remarked, "and it goes beyond factual infor-
mation. People lose factual information at about the same rate they acquire it unless it is continually
used." ReinforcinTBaker's concern about the involvement of the whole person, Strange commented
that 'the range of objectives is deeply involved with the whole area of problem-solving and commu-
nication skills. l addition, "we want them to develop curiosity, reliability, and determination
although," he noted, "not much is known about how to transmit these skills." Observing that the
classroom has no absolute control over learning to observe, describe, analyze and theorize, or over
learnineevherd' to acquire information and how to use it, Strange asserted that the erivironment
outside The classroom may in fact be more effective for teaching these skills. This goes hand in hand
with the need for diverse experiences tin every are ? of life, since they may lead to some of the
outcomes identified as valuable.

While agreeing that evaluation needs to be not only continuous but adaptaiile to particular
objectives, Strange stated that sometimes we c .elot determine whether objectives have been
attained. "Where we cannot, we ought to be honest and say we cannot; yet, it should still be
possible to make a case for why those objectiiies are more likely to be attained in the future as a
result of those experiences," he noted.

Commenting on the context in which experiential education is trying to bring about change,
Strange noted that secondary and post-secondary faculties are frequently reluctant to adapt to
certain kinds of changes. Higher education faculties particularly "really don't want the objectives
of higher education to be made public or to become very concrete because they see themselves in
the role of social critic, and they fear their cover will be abolished with the adoption of objectives
they must attain." It is Strange's contentionyhowever, that th.. faculty's role as change agent might
be more effective as a result of adopting certain objectives.

Some faculty members are, in addition, often reluctant to acknowledge that learning can
occur outside of the classroom. Such an acknowledgement would constitute a recognition that
competition exists. "Not recognizing its existence creates difficulties that could be avoided,"
rer1arked Strange.

The adoption of expeHential learning techniques has implications for.all of us in regard to
life's diverse experiences. Commenting on the numbers of older people who will retire at a more
advanced age than previously and who still want to be productive, Strange notedthat experiential
education can help teach,them additional skills so they can make plans for new activities.
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In contrast to white middle- and upper-class populations, the fertility rate for lower-income

minority groups has not decreased. In five to ten years the student population will reflect these

differences in number: "The.pre-retirement population provides a pressure coint to reduce the rate

of declining enrollment," noted Strange. "Educational institutions need U.) accept the challenge to

prepare fpr those changes; part of that challenge ls to utilize experiential 1earning techniques that

have proven successful."

Summary

Panelists discunedithe problems that implementation of guideline thirteen could cause in

otlIer areas of experiential education. Tradition always makes change difficult. Thus, there is a need

to provide staff development and tb encourage changekin teacher-training programs. In order to

facilitate that change it is necessary to integrate academic objectives with those of career develop-

ment, granting credit for both and emphasizing to the student the utility of having basic skills.

There is a reluctance by faculty to make changes and to recognize that learning can occur

outside the classroom. This tends to create avoidable difficulties.

Experiential education techniques will prove useful in dealing with large numbers of older

people who want to contjnue to be productive. In addition, greater numbers of individuals from_

lower socio-economic groups will find such techniques useful as their numbers increase in educa-

tional institutions over the next ten years.
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RELATED GUIDELINES

One
Experiential education 'pals should be translates" into specific learner objectives and shouid be
stated in terms that reflect shared understanding among all participants. Criteria for evaluating the
objectives are part -Of this shared understanding.

Two
Experiential learning sites should be developed for programs on the basis of the potential for
delivering long-term personal, social, educational, or career-development benefits.

Four
Experiential learning should be structured to stim'ulate learning through meaningful activities,
including opportunities for reflection and interpretation.

Five
The learner's overall set of experiential education opportunities should include a diversity of
learning and work experiences.

Moderator:

gobert Lipscomb'
Vice President
Vocational Edudation Association
Huntsville, Alabama

Panelists:

Rex Hagans
Director of Education and Work Programs
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Lester Jipp
'Consultant, Walkabout Pragram

Mary Kohler
Executive Director
National Commission on Resources for Youth
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General Impressions

Noting the unreal expectations contjnually.assigned to schools, moderator Lipscomb stated

that "... there are some fundamental problems with education. Perhaps the most important one is

that for the past forty years we have never cooperatively decided what the purpose of education

should befor our youth in the next century." He aslerted that despite well-publicized fkilures,

schools are doing a better job than ever before. "To appreciate that fully," he suggested, "we must

continue to show interest in greater cooperatir.'

One of the purposes of creating the experiential education policy guidelines was to provide,

through collaboration, guidance and principles for the development of programs that engage youth

in experiences of high quality. This panel examined the quality issue in experiential educatiiin.

While the panelists implied that the guidelines would make a contribution toward 'facilitating

quality experiential education, their perceptions on thessential elements of quality and their

reservations regarding the zealous pursuit of quality were provocative and generated considerable

interest at this conference:

Mary Kohler indicated that the guidelines were well done. For example, she said, "I think your

idea of requiring a time of reflection is spialpkt.' SatVieelso indicated ttiat the guidelines need

to be "doctored up" a little to include an eri4pHasis on human development. She urged, "Add the

ingredients that go into bringing youth into the human family. They tan learn about caring by

having responsibility for someone else. ... Most important of all, youths have to be given a sense

that they can make some difference. ...We also have to remember that we can learn from the

young people."

Kohler was also concerned that the guidelines appeared to deal primarily with workplaces in

private industry. She noted that the nonprofit sectors, private agencies, and professions are appro-

priate places for experiential education but would have a hard time meeting some of the guidelines.

Kunta Kinte in Rbbts knew when he would become a,man. He knew the procedure, what

was expected Of him, and what his world would be like after he completed his rite of passage,"

remarked Jipp. Schools should be organized so that gaining the competencies neceslary foe'survival

as an independent adult becomes more clearly and intentionally a part of the educational process.

This should include experience with role models in the community. "Then we will see much more

meaning in a high school diploma," he noted. These guidelines provide encouragement to that end,

especially because of the Advisory Panel's direct participation in their preparation.

The isolation of youth and the inadequacies of their experiences argue the need for quality

experiential programs io prepare them for adult roles. The skills Jipp considers essential in such a

program are or ganized around relationships with numerous people in the community in addition

to teachers. The skills include the ability to read, compute, acquire career skills, be an informed

consumer with basic knowledge of the economy (e.g., inflation, payroll deductions,, be an active

citizen, have some understanding of our society (history, literature, etc.). develop leisure-time

skills, develop family skills, demonstrate creativity and imagination, and demonstrate a capacity

for personal selt:eliance.,

An article by Hedin and Conrad in a current issue of The Journal of the National Association

of Secondary School Principals describes research in which 4,000 students in experiential programs

across the country were asked questions about the impact of their experience.
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DEVELQPING QUALITY PROGRAMA

in this research, "The degree of correlation botween whatme [Panel of Practitioners] thoitht
was hiapbening to students and what they said was happening 4as fantastic," JipP stated, In
numbers ranging from eighty-six percent to ninety-tifree percenVof the slydents queried, they too
said they gained greater concern for other human beings; ability to get t ngs done and to work
smoothly with others; realistic attitudes toward the elderly, handicapped or government officials;
motivation to achieve; better sel oncept; increased responsillbity to the group or class; risk
taking (i.e., openness to new exp riences); a sense of usefulness in relation to the community;
problem solving abilities; and a tiveness and independence. "These are the kinds of skills which
are needed in qualIty_experiential programs, and they will be easier to establish because the guide-
lines hwe been produced,The remarked.

U... maybe we're more concerned about quality in some ways than we ought to be. Now
thai's astrange statement to make, but I think we need to be careful. If vk take quality to be
everything that will be totally acceptable to kverybody, we're in a lot of trouble. If we take quality
to be following some of our better hunches about what human beings need, we're in good sAape."
Hagans cautioned program people agTlaihstgetting too caught up in searching for quality, validating
tne programs, and pleasing everyone as they might miss,,f(upportunity to enable the program to
grow, and reach more young people, In line with this, Hagans suggested that experiential programs
should-be integrated into the secondary school curriculum.

Listing six components of a quality program, he suggested that they should also be considered
in formulating guidel#nes.

1) People must be $.iiewed as aif not theprimary learnlv resource.

2) Quality programs must be attentive to the difference between teaching and learning.

3) Important social issues, such as stereotyping, have to be dealt with.

4) All exp-rience must not be held back until the young person is "ready" because students need
to have a chance to fail without dying in the failure.

5) Initial agreements between employers and programs should not be overemphasized; commit-
ment_can be built gradually..

6) Too many specific objectives may lead back to a tradi,tional curriculum.

Summary

Panelists offered numerous ideas for developing quality programs. Schools peed to be
structured to allow learning of survival skills for adulthood. A number of skills ate essential to
quality programs, but it is necessary to exercise care that in providing quality, the opportunity to
grow and reach more young people is not curtailed.



RELATED' GUIDELINES

Fifteen

PREPARING PERSONNEL 7

.Educatiopal personnel ssociated with the program shobld be given a thorough understandmg of
the work Settings, the 4.tential of the learners' experiences, and their own roles in assisting the
learners to achieve the program purposes. Participating organizations_should assume full responsi-
bility for the training, c mpensatton, and recognition of all personnel who implement the program.

_ Six-teen
Personnel from the workplace, who are called upon to interact with experiential learners, should
receive comprehensive orientatiop to their roles in experiential education. Collaboration between
these workers and .the program staff should be maintained on a systematic basis for the duration
of the program. Participating rganizations should assume full responsibility for the adequate
training, compensation, and jecognition of all personnel who implement the program.

Moderator:

gharles Heatherty
Director, Education Division
National Federation of Independent Business

Panelists:

Jerry Bowman
State Program Director for Career Edu tion,

Work Education, and Diversified
Occupations Programs

State of Arizona

Lynn Jenks
Project Director
Far West Laboratory for Educational Development

Ray Williams
Director, Program Development
Center for Cooperative Education
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7 PREPARING PERSONNcL

Preparation.of Program Managers and Coordinators

"Many program problems invOlve administrators. It takes a very skilled Manager to deal with

funding and reporti.4 complexities, to talk about long-range planning in spite o'f year-to-year

funding deadlines, to keep morale up, be creative, and also run an effective program," noted

Williams. "Preparation of managenient personnel shoulti be incorporated along with that of

educational personnel," he remarked, adding that his co-op educatiOn programkbrovides such a

training ground. Intern programs of varying lengths have been set up for schools establishing their

own national co-op programs. Training is offered on a variety of topics ranging from how to write

grants to program.administration.

As Williams' experience with private universities indicates, school administrators often are not

believers in experiential education. At one school he was told that teaming can tali.e.place anywhere;

education only takes place in the cl a room. Seminars are used to demonstrate the program's value

rsand to develop administrato' com
nt

og'Iment to it.."If a prram is going to exist on Campuses

where budgets are tight, you have goi to get the message across to the top administrators and deans,"

'he noted. -A lack of commitment there means'that when budget cuts come or campus politics

interfere, the program can be eliminated or_at least decimated to-the point that it is ineffective.

Williams mentioned that his program has initiated a training program for new coord(nators.

It also brings in employer's to provide therri with current information, to request feedback and

generally to provide them with a support system. -

As part of a new program, he explained that coordinators are now being trained in career

.counseling skills. They are then paired with faculty members from various disciplines. Each pair

uses "team teaching to give a unified presentation on the whole field of careers, and there are a lot

of good spin-offs from that." In the end the faculty becomes versed in career education information

and is able to give instruction in it as part of their total course. Observing that the "faculty is work-

ing for the first time in a very different way with coordinators," he noted there is hope for a closer

relationship between the two.
a

Certification

It's good to reflect on the corhments generated at this conference, but "where does it all

lead?" Bowman asked. "It leads us to the person who makes a program successfulthe coordinator,

who needs to be able to walk on water in order to meet the needs of all the people involved."

Asserting that "taxpayers are r3etting their moriey's worth" from coordinators, he twent on to outline

Arizona's procedure for ensuring that program personnel have a thorough understanding of work

settings:

1) Nonteaching work experience must total between 2,000 and 6,000 hours, or three semes ers at

a local university taking a directed observation ciass.

2) Classes in cooperative education methods and procedures will yield F. cooperative endorsement

on a teaching certificate, or districts may offer their own in-service closes.

When the number of programs outweights the number of qualified personnel, the'e is a need

for flexibility in such requirements. For example, when the new CETA-YEDPA legislation brought

in twenty new co-op programs, Bowman explained that coordinators were permitted to finish

certification requirements while they began programs,

sOL,
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r'All Of our people in Arizona would strongly pupport the precepts on which these gui elirks
Were based. Th have been part of our philosophyi for as long as I can remember," he reftrked.

"The k site is a learning laboratory," he st1essed , It can.L.aiiore effective one when
training is provided to the work-site people. Top4pare in part for thra resiwnsibility, he explained `,
that new coordinators are given four we4trt6r to tbe starting date of he program to recruit,
select and prepare the work site.

Characterizir4 Success

"We want to organize qurprograms to increase the probability of success. One way to figure
the odds is to take a look at theprogram charactristics which increase the chances for learners'
sus:feel. From that, we can build staff training experiences which- will help ensure the presence
of these characteristics," commented Jenks. "There are some assumptions about instruction that
guide the assembly of a set of program characteristics." He enumerated them as follows:

4
1) Learning is incomplete without an experiential component to reinforce, amplify, and extend
the concepts..

2) One learns best when one is somehow personally involved: . the learning experie ce.

3) Knowledge has to be restructured or modified cognitivel by the learner before i will affect
hir or her behavior.

sc.

4) Commitment to learning is highest when the lernr is involved in goal-settim, or e ng responsi-
ble'for the planning of instruction.

While nota complete list of quality characteristics, Jenks lemarked that the folio
among the most critical when organizing a program:

1) All educational programs should contain an experiential component. Teachers need to be able
to use field placements or at least such'classrocim techrfrques as role-playing, and they all ,rleed to
prepare to include this experience in their teaching.

2) Educational programs ought to encourage involvement in long-range planning that will help
the learner think ahead; and teachers need to plan with students in the seleetiori of goaM, learning
activities, and preferences.

4

3) Learners require the,opportuni4 to integrate their experiences on a continuing basis. Rflection
is necessary so that learners can organize and use their experiences. Meaningful reflection may be
the most important factor for helping learners, including teacher trainees.

4) Students need feedback in order to make progress. Teachers need to work individually with
learners and choose appropriate evaluation techniques to provide the learner with useful data.--

5) Learners should always be advancing toward taking responsibility for their own learning. The
teacher's function is to help the student move trard self-directedness offering the appropriate
amount of.supervision.

_

6) The ongoing quality of learning should be emphasized. Teachers need to develop skills in designing
learning activities that build on prior learning.
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71\ Group learning is a skill with which learners need to be comfortable. Educators need group
skills of their own to promote cooperative learning projects.

8) Teachers need experiential preparation throughout their trai u preparation should not
be reserved until all courses except practice teaching or intern a e complete.

Summary

Panelists offered several intriguing thoughts on the subject of personnel preparati which .

included a specific example of how such preparation can be certified. Using four assuriptiTsatout
instruction as a base, a variety of desirable program characteristics were offered that have imp ca-
tions for preparing personnel.

1- 6 A
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ENHANCING EXPERIENTIAL LiARNING THROUGH CoLLABORATION

RE*LATE U1DELINES

This panel addressed no one guideline in particular, but touched on many issues re ated
to the guidelines.

114 derator:
Air

Dorothy Shi
Assistant Di ec or of the Department of Education
AF L - CIO

Panelists:

Del Aleman
Area Representative
Human Resources Development institute
AFL CIO

Frank Gulluni
Area Manpower Administrator
Hampden County, Massachusetts

Manpower Consortium

Michael Hart
Program Director
Industrial Technologicll Careers Cente
Oak Ridge Associated Universities

and the Lockheed-Georgia,Corfipany

Harold Henderson
Director
Experiential Education Division
Appalachia Educational Laboratory
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8 ENHANCING EXPE'RIE'NTIAL LEVINING THROUGH COLLABORATION

General lmpressioht
'''%iv ti

The paneists addressed two levels of collaboration. The first encompasses those groups
involved in the bperation of a partidular program. The rtecond level requirei collaboration with
other programs. Much concern was apparent regarding collaborationAf.groups involved in a single
program. The resulting discussion generally revolved around the ways each panelist's programs are
structured as a result of collaboration.

-Collaboration Between Programs

Hart, speaking aboutthe peed for communication 13etween programs, remarked that
"collaboration can not oniremhance a program, it ofterl is necessary for survival." Much confusion
exists in the mind of the community about the prupose of field experience. He stated that it isn't
uncOmmon to hear suct comments as:

You're the third person here this week. This guy says he's doing the same thing. The people
who came out are not worth anythihg. is your program any better? "There are several work-
education councils around the country_vhose purpose is to find out what experiential education
programs in their community are doing," he commented. Such collaboration can have a real
impact on program survival in the community. One beneficial side effect of such efforts is a "cross-
fertilization" that takes place Which can enhance a program e4n though it might not be possible
to agree with what mher programs are,doing.

Gulluni commented that "collaborative effort between t ETA Prime sponsors and employers
has really not existed. The new Title VII is going to bring that condition to the forefront." In his
program the CETA prime sponsor has actively cultivated close collaboration with numerous
businesses. When he realized three years ago that CETA people are capable of progressing beyond
entry-level positions, the collaborative foundation already existed to help establist a twentyx-
week training effort leading about fifty percent of the participants through a computer-technology
,program. "However, if colhaboration is going to work, someone has to takethe initiative," he
commented. Developing good relationships with education, labor, and business and industry is a
responsibility that must be actively assumed. "It is a track record that has been established over
eight years that allows us to work collaboratively :with various groups] ," he zemarked.

Collaboration on a Specific Program

Hart stressed the nealssity for early involvement of all groups in setting goals and objectives.
Too often education and business groups set up their guidelineg'together, and "then they say,
'Let's approach the union now so they don't think games are being 'played as far as the contract.
And let's go to some of the community agencies and get them to endorse it so we can start running.'
These groups need to begin early to do a lot of talking together.

Underlining the benefits of early collaboration, Aleman emPhasized that the success of his

. progrbm was due to this kind of collective effort. Each group must determine on its own why it is
participating in the program.
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. ENHANCING EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING TOOUGH COLLABORATION 8
A.

"You can't assume you ire all on the same wave length," Hart said. When problems occur in
coHaboration, they almost always have their roots in tbe group's reason for participating and their
understanding of the program's purpose, A company may be truly anxious to help youngsters or
they may have an EEO problem. He noted that the schools might believe in alternative forms of
education or they might just want the youngsters out of the classroom. "If there is anything in
collaboration that you have problems with, it is the misunderstandings that keep coming up from
a lack of clear goal definitions/i- Hart remarked, noting that it isn't necessary for all to agree on a
general goal, and there is nothing wrong with people coming into a program for selfish reasons.
Sub-goals can exist as long as they are clearly underitood by all.

There are at least five steps that must be followed, according to Hender-son, in order for
experiential education to work, and each step*.reOuires collaboration:

1) Establish A"1.§presentative community advisory council.

2) Actively solicit poblic support for th4rogram.

3) Utilize a front runner to open up field-study sites.

4) Gain support of business and industry, and pay special attention to labor which is likely to be
somewhat suspicious of programs.

5) Systematically analyze and document the learning potential of experience sites.

Commenting that "there is tremendous distilled wisdom" in the guidelines, Henderson stated
that hisjorogram colleagues developed several idfas for effective collaboration with labor unions
which could 13,Naclapteci for uSe with other groups. His suggestions included:

1) Put labor representatives on the advisory council and consult with_them.

2) Consult with educators who have had expKence dealing wittuglions.

3) Develop union offices as experience sites. ;

4) Establish relationships with at !east one craft and.one industrial union and set up procedures
for placing Audents in industrial and craft union jobs. ,

5) Get necessary safety equipment and age limit information.

6) Work through labor representatives to set up luncheons with business agents of building trades
councils and presictents of local unions.

Summary

Collaboration and its effects on the structure and function of panelists' programs proved to
be a stimulating tapic. Effective communication between experiential learning prograMs in the
community is necessary, not only to enhance a program, but also to ensure its survival.,The
collaborative aspect, both within a specific.program and among all local programs, is often inade-
quately developed and can lead to a diversity of problems. tt is necessary for someone to take the
initiative in implementing collaboration, and such task should begin early in a program.

Each group must determine why 'it has chosen to participate in the program, as a clearly
understood purpose augments the possibility of effective collaboration. Several ideas were offered
for development of powerful working relationships.
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SUMMATION

Bo b Sexton
Director, Office of Experiential Education
Associate Director, Undergraduate Studies
University of Kentucky

I am pleased that the National Center staff Anvited me to' this congenial and hard-working
meeting; and, if you can imagine, I'm also plea0d to be the forty-second speaker. Being forty-
second seems to demand that you not drone on too long. I was asked to observe te proceedings,
make some comments about what I saw, atternpt to synthesize things, and offer some reflections.
rye simply taken some notes and jotted doWn some thoughts about i few of the issues raied. I

will bffer those to you in somewhat random order'. The issues tend to develop randomly, and I'm
pickoyg out the ones that interested me the most.

We began with Herbert Levine telling us that Wfien the advisory panel started developing the
guidelines, nobody knew anything about experiential education. We could react with one of two
conclusions from that statement, but I think they hav,e learned a lot.

The work the advisory committee has produced is a solid and thoughtful document. One of
the exciting aspects of work in experiential education is that we don't have formulas and we don't
know exactly what's going to happen next. The panel's work should provide encouragement to
people just,starting out.

,, Two issues stand out. First, the economic context--the fact that we're talking about work
Altuations for young people in an economy which is not providing enough jobs for the possible
workers in it.

The second issue has to do with the need to improve the chances available to young people.
From that comes the challenge. I was pleased to see so much interest in serving youth who are
often not served. Unfortunately, the students who most need experience are often unable to
participate. When we go into the community trying to find places for young people, there is a
tendency to place students whO are obviously going to produce in order to protect our own
programs and our institution's image. But many of those students are going to produce when they
graduate, whether or not they have that internship. They're able to generalize from academic
learning to a more practical situation. They're not necessarily the kind of people who have to have
the hands-on experience in order to be able to build abstractions. Meanwhile, many other young
people who might not be competitive are overlooked.

The issues raised here are closely tied to broader issues in society: the socialization processes
institutions find so difficult to undertake; the importance of helping supervisors become more
effective mentors to,young peuple. We're not talking about just supervising young people in work
experiences, but about helping people relate better to their employees and to their work environ-
ments in general. Also, the issue of paid work experiences for all young people in an economy that
is not providing work experiences for all the people who.really need employment creates the need
to think through economic alternatives.
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The whole notion'of service was eloquently addressed by Mary Kohler. Young people must
have responsibility in order to learn to care. She talked about bringing children-1%ot just into work,

but into the "human family." This leads to the idea that there's a lot more to life than productivity;

service to the community is an important aspect of life and should be stressed.

I was pleased to see consideration of legal issues in the guidelines. This moves into the area

of federal and state policies that promote or inhibit experiential education. For example, -the
clarification in the guidelines about supervision of learning might improve the climate for giving
academic credit in the .YEDPA program.

I'm personally thankful the advisory panel has done such a thoughtful piece of work in
addressing some of the qualitative issues of experiential education. Were the work promulgated as
national policy, I would think that 't would have to deal with other issues, such as community

feservice and the ben fits of productive work versus observation) before it could !- politically viable.

All of you h. e been in meetings where there was much finger-pointing about who isn't doing

his or her job. The thing that impressed me in this meeting was that there was considerably less of

that "we-and-they" attitude toward education and work issues.- The guidelines were the result of
genuine and effective collaboration, and so, too, was the spirit of this invitational conference.
Collaboration such as this can only result in better experiential education programs.
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CLOSING REMARKS

Ronald Bucknam
Senior Associate and Team Leader in the

Home, Community, and Work Program
National Institute of Education

Tom Green, in an article in Career Education, 1972, proposed that jobs-are made up of two
things: work and labor. Work has a beginning and an end. One can produce a product and say,
"That's the piece of work I just did. It's a good piece of work." It has a reward system. People
recognize it as being worthwhile.

The other part of a job is labor. This is the part that is never-ending, a continuous stream of
tasks that have to be done in order to finish your work. It's your "in-basket." It's always full no
matter what you do. You can do a terrific job on it, and it makes absolutely no difference.

He proposes that each job has a work-to-labor ratio. The higher the work-to-labor ratio, the
more interesting or more worthwhile the job would be to the individual. He also points out, of
course, that work to one person may be labor to another.

Green's ideas are relevant to our discussions on the transition from education to work. We're
talking about work here, not labor. We z:e trying to get around the initial job.which usually has
a very high labor-to-work ratio to a job with a high work-to-labor ratio.

The guidelines are a fantastic piece of work. I was involved in the planning of this about two
years ago; and frankly, my initial reaction was it would be a great thing if we could do it, but the
odds were pretty.small. I'm just pleased that it is done. Having met the people involved, I'm not
surprised that they were able to do it.

I'd like to express again my heart-felt appreciation to the panel and to the staff at Ohio State
who have been extremely flexible in pulling the discussions together. I'd also like to thank the
members of the meeting here who came. I appreciate the time and energy. I'm renewed by the level
of interest and by the level of emotion. I hope you are, too.
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PARTICIPANTS

DEL ALEMAN JR.
Room 415
4948 Chef Menteure Highway
New Orleans, Louisiana 70126

Del Aleman is the area representative with the Human Resources.Development Institute (HR DI), the manpower
arm of the AFL-CIO. He has recently been involved in implementing the HRDI-sponsored Vocational Exploration
Program which provides youth sixteen through twenty-one with integrated classroom and working experiences
with various employers.

RALPH BAKER
Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development
1855 Folsom Street
San Francisco, California 94103

Ralph Baker is deputy director of the Experience-Based Career Education (EBCE) program at the Far West
Laboratory for Educational Research and Development in San Francisco, California. He has developed modifications
of EBCE for the Youth Employment and Demonstrations Project Act and has recently devel-oped rationale and
processes for awarding academic credit for experiential learning. Currently, Dr. Baker is serving as a consultant to
tifb Dutch Ministry of Education's Innovation Committee regarding the adaption of EBCE for use as a nasibnal
secondary program in the Netherlands.

M. C. BATCHELDER
Bureau of Aiaprenticeship and Training
600 South Street
New Orleans, Louisiana 70130

M. C. Batchelder0 with the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of APprenticeship and-"Nining. He has been
instrumental in the development of the School-to-Work Linkage Program in New Orleans, Louisiana. The program,
begun in 1977, places senior high school students as part-time apprentices in a variety of industries. Mr. Batchelder
coordinates and monitors the program which enrolls 450 students.

JERRY BOWMAN
Arirona State Department of Educat on
1 535 West Jefferson
Phoenix, Arizona 85009

Jerry Bowman is state program director for Career Education, Work Education and Divers!. lccupations Programs
for the State of Arizona. He has coordinated distributive education programs at both the se i -v and college
levels. Before becoming involved in education, Mr. Bowman was branch manager for Aetna e Company and
state manager fur the P. F. Collier Corporation.

WILLIAM C. BROOKS
General Motors Corporation
Fisher Body Division
3044 West Grant Boulevard
Detroit, Michigan 48222

William C. Brooks is director of personnel for the Central Engineering Activity of the Fisher Body Division of the
General Motors Corporation. He is a member of the National Alliance of Business' Youth Motivation Task Force

, and a member of the Board of Trustees of the,Detroit Business/Education Alliance. He dieected the development of
the Detroit Pre-Employment Training Center, a Joint venture by General Motors, other industries and the Detroit
Public Schools to prepare 1,600 youttlsrually far jobs in the private sector.
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PARTICIPANTS

RONALD BUCKNANI
National Institute of Education
1200 19th Street. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20208

Currently Dr. Bucknaga is a senior associate and team leader in the Home, Community, and Work Program at the

National Institute of ducation in Washington, D.C. Dr. Sucknarn has been involved in the study of the Education-

to-Work Transition for the last four years and is the project manager of the Experience-Based Career Education

Program's development and implementation. Previously, Dr. Bucknam directed evaluation in 'tile Experimental

Schools Program at NIE and was part of the Redesign Project of the New York State Departmant of Education.

Or. Bucknam carried out 4ducational research in Chile and Venezuela and was a Peace Corps Volunteer in

Venezuela. Dr. Bucknam has taught at the university, high school and junior high school levels.

DEBORAH DYE COLEMAN
The National Center for Research in Vocationet...wcation
The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Deborah Coleman is a research specialist at the National Center for Research in Vocational Education. Dr. Coleman

has developed Experential Education in the Workplace: An Annotated BiblLography and is. project director for a

study of the impact of experiential education on students' peer and adult reTerence groups.

JOSEPH DURANT
General Electric Company
3198 Chestnut Street, Room 5871 R,E.S.D.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101

Joseph Durant is manager of business information systems for the Re-entry and Environmental Systems Division

of the General Electric Company, He formerly taught at the University of Pennsylvania. At General Electric hrs.-

site coordinator for the Philadelphia School District's Experience-Based Career Education Program and he sponsors

the company's Career Exploration and Specialization Programs. In audition he serves as vice-chairman of the

Advisory Committae l'or the Academy for Career Education, City of Philadelphia School District.

JOANN DUPERRAULT
Executive High Schdbl Internship Program

Hillsborough County Public Schillols

707 E. Columbus Drive
Tampa, Florida 33602

Joann Duperrault has, for the past six years, coordinated the Executive High School Internships Program in

Hillsborough County, Florida. She holds a master's degree in education for the gifted and previously taught at the

County Center fpr Education of the Gifted, Prior to entering education, Mrs. Duperrault had extensive experience

in sales and promovon,

KENNETH EDWARDS
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers

1125 15th St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

Kenneth Edwards is director of skill improvement training, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. He..)s a

consultant to the U.S. Office of Career Education, the National Institute of Education's Vocational Education Policy

Project and to many other organizations involved in experiential education. In addition, he serves on several advisory

councils including that forthe National Center for Research in Vocational Eduotion and the Advisory Committee

for the Association of Community and Junior College's Center for Community College Labor Union Cooperation.
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MARY ANN GANEY-WIEDER
National Information Center on Volunteerism
1919 14th Street
P.O. Box 4179
Boulder, CO 80306

Mary Ann Ganey-Wieder is the project manager of the Kellogg High School Project, a national high school volunteer
service demonstration project. The project's headquarters is at the National Information Center on Volunteerigm,
Boulder, Colorado. Ms. Ganey-Wieder has extensive experience in the field of education which includes teaching,
administration, and curriculum development. She is also a doctoral candidate at the School of Education, University
of Colorado.

RICHARD GRAHAM
Youthwork, Inc.
805 15th Street N.W., Room 705
Washington, D.C. 20005

Richard Graham is presently a program administrator with Youthwork, Inc. He is past president of Goddard College
and was formerly director of the Teacher Corps. He also served as a commissioner on tbe Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission. Dr. Graham has authored numerous articles on experiential education, moral education,
set vice learning, and community action.

FRANK Lilis_LUNI
Hampden County Maripov..er Consortium
6 Frost Street
Springfield, MA 01105

Frank Guliuni is the area manpower administrator with the Hampden County, Massachusetts Manpower.consortium.
As such ;le operates four experiential CETA youth programs: a housing rehabilitation project, apprenticeship
programs with the Operating Engineers Union bnd Building Trades Union, 3n d a vocational exploration program for
100 ninth-graders. Mr. Gulluni has taught cooperative vocational education and, as director of several skills center
prow z)ms, has served as a liaison between education and the private sector.

ALAN GUMA
Spectrum High School
5712 South Claireboine Ave.
New Orleans, LA 70125

Alen Guma is the founding pr ncipal of Spectrum High School, a magnet school in New Orleans which offers
students experience,based options in academic and elective courses. He is on the board cg directors of the National
Exper ience-Based Career Education Association and has been actively involved in the development of the National
Student Volunteer Program.

REX HAGANS
Nor thwest Regional Educational Laboratory
710 S.'.; ',econd Ave,
Portia )R 97204

Rex Hagans is director of the Division of Instructional improvement at the Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory. From its inception in 1971 until 1978, Dr. Hagans was director of NWREL% Experience-Based Career
Education Project. He has of gan i zed numerous communitybased projects related to experiential learning and
career education,
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MICHAEL HART
Industry Technology Career Center
Lockheed-Georgia Company
Department 98-84 CT zone 333
Marietta, GA 30063

Michael Hart is program director of the Industrial Technological Careers Center operated by Oak Ridge Associated

Universities (ORAU) and the Lockheed-Georgia Company. The ITC Center trains youth and CETAteligible persons

in industrial skills and behavior. Mr. Hart established an internr,hip program for state and local governmental Cmits

prior to joining ORAU. He is a founding member and past president of the Society foraField Expatience Education.

He is a member and former board member gf the National Center for Public Service Internships.

CHARLES HEATHERLY
National Federation of Indpendent Business
3105 Parkdale
Reck ood City, cA 91061

Charles Heatherly is director of the Education Division of the National Federation oflndependent BUsiness. He is a

past member of thaNational Advisory Council for Career Education. He has served on numerous vocational

education advisory panels inclAing the Business Associates of 70001 Ltd., the National-Advisory Board of the

Distributive Education Clubs of America, and the National Advisory Council of the Future Business Leaders of

America. Mr. Heatherly's article, "Business and Industry Perspectives on Career Education," co-authored with

Lee Hamilton, appeared in ,the Winter 1978 issue of the Journal of Career Education,.

HAROLD HENDERSON
Appalachia Educational Laboratory
P.O. Box 1348
Charleston, WV 25325

Harold L. Henderson is director of the Experiential Education Division at the Appalachia Educational Laboratory.

Dr. Henderson directed the Experience-Based Career Edareation project for six years and has served on the national

ad hoc steering committee of EBCE for the past two years. He eartied his KD. in counseling psychology at
Columbia University. Dr. Henderson has had a variety of counselirig,. teaching, and executivepositions in the Army,

the Veterans Administration, City College (New York), Hofstra Univertity, International Textbook Company, and

has authored more than fifty published articles, chapters, monographs,And reports.

LYNN JENKS
Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and' Development

1855 Folsom Street
San Francisco, CA 94103

Lynn Jenks is a project director at the Far West Laboratory for Educational Development. work experiences

include teachiog at the elementary, secondary, and pos-secondary levelsi providing psychological and evaluation

services to school districts; and directing several projects at the Far West Laboratory. His most recent task has been

the design, development, and testing of a staff development guide: Experience-Based Learning and the Facilitative

Role of the Teacher. This guide is intended for use in both pre-service and in-service settings by both secondary and

post-secondary teachers.
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LESTER JIPP
Walkabout Program

442 Hastings
Pittsburgh, PA 15206 War-
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Lester Jipp developed and implemented the Senior Semester Experiential Program at McKeesport High School,
McKeesTort, Pennsylvania. Components of the program have been adopted by ten high schools. Prior to that, as a
faculty member at Chatham College, hekirAugurated required experiential components for all teacher education
students. He is an associate of the NatioAOI Commission of Resources for Youth, a member of Phi Delta Kappa's
Task Force II on Compulsory Education and Transition for Youth, and is on the panel of the Evaluation of
Experiential Learning Project, Center for Youth Development and Research, UniAsity of Minnesota.

MARY CONWAY KOHLER
National Commission on Respurces f of Youth
35 W. 44th St.
New York, N.Y. 10036

Mary Conway Kohler is executive director of the National Commission on Resources far Youth. She has served on
the New York City Board of Education and for seventeen years was a judge of the Superior Court, Juvenile Division,
City and County of San Francisco. She has been a cunsultant with the Ford Foundation, the Taconic Foundation,
and the Departments of Labor and Health, Education and Welfare.

HERBERT LEVINE
Labor Education Center
Rutgers, The State University
New Brunswick, N.J. 08903

Herbert Levine is professor of labor studies and director of the Labor Education Center at Rutgers, the State
University of New Jersey. He has served as consultant to organized labor, universities, and federal agencies
concerned with educational problems related to workplaces. Dr. Levine is the chairperson of the advisory panel
for the Experiential Learning Issues and Guidelines project.

ROBERT LIPSCOMB
Butler High School

/ 3401 W. Holmes Ave.
Huntsville, AL 35805

4

Robert Lipscomb is one of nine members of the Executive Committee of the National Education Association. He
was formerly president of the Alabama,Education Association. Mr. Lipscomb is currently on leave from his
position as a mathematics teacher at Butler High School in Huntsville, Alabama,

BOYD McLOCK LIN

Boyd McLocklin Nioffiliated with .the Georgia Center for Clinical Pastoral Education. He is a founding member
of the Georgia Asso4otion of field Educators, an organization which addresses the interests and concerns of
wor k site supervisors of experiential learn;ffs.
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WARREN MEYER
University of Minnesota
5829 Portland Ave.
South Minneapolis, MN 55417

Warren Meyer is professor emeritus of distributive education at the University of Minnesota. He became involved

in experiential education in 1936 as a student trainee at the New York University School of Retailing. He taught
and was later state supervisor of distributive education. He was principal investigator for four U.S.O.E. projects
on cooperative vocational education and, with Lucy Crawford and Mary Klaurens, authored Coordination in
Cooperative Education (1975).

RICHARD MIGUEL
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education
The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, OH 43210

Richard Miguel is a research specialist at the National Center for Research in Vocational Education. He is the

program director for Studies in Experiential Education in the Evaluation and Policy Division. He has also served.as
project director for career education projects at the National Center and is author of the C. E. Merrill publication,
Decision: A Values Approach to Decision Making. Dr. Miguel is the project director for 'the Experiential Learning
Issues and Guidelines Project.

RON NELSON
Experience-Based Career Education Program
EBCE Project v!,

233 Cottage Ave,
Fond-du-Lac, WI 54935

-"es.

Ron Nelson is project director with the Experience-Based Career Education (EBCE) Program in Fond-du-Lac,

Wisconsin. Mr. Nelson wapreviously vocational education coordinator in Fond-du-Lac. He has conducted numerous
state-level careereducation workshops. He is presently involved in adapting Appalachia Educational Laboratory's
EBCE Model for use in several Wisconsin school districts and in designing an EBCE format for the SPEDY summer

youth employment program.

TOM OWENS
Northwest Regionai Educat onal
710 S.W. Second Ave.
Portland, Oregon 97204

Tom,Owens is coordinator of research and evaluation of the Education and Work Program at the Northwest Regiona,
Educational Laboratory. Prior to joining NWREL, he was coordinator of the Evaluation and Curriculum Center

at the University''of Hawaii and later director of the Center for Planning and Evaluation for the Santa Clara County
Office of Evaluation. He is presently directing research that will compare and contrast the experiential learning

components of several large-scale educational programs.

MARY ANN PAYNE

Mary Ann Payne is area program director for the Northeast Georgia Community Mental Health Center. The Center'
places sixty students each quarter in its twenty-tour facilities. She is a founding member of the Georgia Association

of Field Educators,
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ROBERT SEXTON
Office for Experiential Education
University off..Kentucky
Lexington, 'Kentucky 40506

Robert F. Sexton is director of the Office of Experiential Education, and associate director of undergraduate
str.tds, University of Kentucky. He was a founder and president Of tiA National Center for Public,Service Intern-
sh*Prograrns and a board member of the Society for Field Experiterce Education. He also series as the general
secretary of the Coalition for Alternatives in Postsecondary Education, is the president of the Lexington Education-
Work Council, and serves ori, the board of directors of the Council fortha Advancement ci,f Experiential Learning.

DOROTHY SHIELDS
AFL-CIO
815 16th Street, NY
Washington, D.C. 20006

Dorothy Shields is assistant director of the Department of Education, AFL-ClO. She has represented the AFL-CIO
on national advisory panels for a number of career education projects. She is on the board of directors of Youthwork,
Inc, and has served on the board of directors of the American Society for Training and Development.

JOHN STRANGE
Council for the Advancement of Experiential Learning
American City Building
Suite 2r2
Columbua,- MD 21944

John Strange is currently the associate executive director of the Council for the Advancement of Experiential
Learning. CAE L is an association of some 350 institutions of higher education joined to improve the quality of
ex0eriential leaniing activities, especially the assessment of prior learning and sponsored inter, :ships. Dr. Strange
is the founder and former dean of the innovative College of Public and Community Service (College III) of the
University of Massachusetts, Boston. CPSE emphasizes the assessment of prior learning and a curriculum combining
liberal arts with preparation for careers in public and community service.

JOHN SWANN
Recruitment & Training Program
162 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10010

John Swann is the deputy executive direcior of programs and planning for the Recruitment and Training Program,
a national employment and career guictance agency, Previously he served as the organization's director of research,
education and development. In that capacity he designed instructional materials to assist minorities in their efforts
to pass apprenticeship qualification examinations. John is a consultant to several organizations concerned about
equitable employment screening practices.

GAIL TRAPNELL
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Univers ty
2605 Capistrano St.
Blacksberg, VA 24060

Gail Trapnell is an assistant professor in distributive education at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.
She has/been a member of the board of directors for both the American Vocational Association and the Distributive
Education Clubs of America. Prior to\her present assignr)ent, Dr. Trapnell was sRecialist for programming, planning
and budgeting with the Florida Department of Education.
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JERRY WALKER
1831 Rainaow Drive
Fort CoIJkis, CO 80524

Jerry Walk r served as the associate director of the Evaluation Division at the National Center for Research in

Vocational ducation from 1972 to 1978. He is currentIV a senior research specialist for the National Center and

holds an affiliate associate professor role in the Department of Vocational and Technical Education at Colorado

State University. Previousiy, he was chief of the Context Evaluation Branch, Southwest Educational Development

Laboratory, Austin,- Texas. He has directed numrous educational program evaluations.

LOUISE WASSON -

National Center for Research in Vocational Education

1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, OH 43210

Louise Wasson is a graduate research associate at the National Center for Research in Vocational Education. She

recently edited Experiential Education: A Primer on Programs. Ms. Wasson has worked with Title I, Native American

Indian and Youth Conservation Corps projects.

RAY R. WILLIAMS
Center for Co-op Education
Northeastern University
360 Huntington Ave.
503 Sterns Hall
Boston, MA 02115

3

ams is director of program developmenNat the Center for Cooperative Education, Northeastern University.;

F1-71elicresigns and implements programs for high sehool dropouts patterned on the cooperative education model.

Previously, he was director of the College Venture Program, a consortium of priVate Northeastern colleges involved

in cooperative education. From 1968, as director of Education, Training and Placement Programs for Youth,

Boston, Massachusetts, Ray worked with programs such as Neighborhood Youth Corps and Job Corps.
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PrOducts Resulting from this Project

Experiential Education Policy Guidelines

But for Me It Wouldn't Work: Implications of Experiential Education Policy Guidelines
Experiential Education: A Primer on Programs -

Experientjal Education in the Workplace: An Annotated Bibliograpy

Other National Center Products:

The Current Status of Assessing Experieritial Education Programs

Assessing Experiential Learning in Career Education

Perspectives on Investigating the Consequences of Experiential Education
Evaluation of the Execu,tive High School Internships Program

WI Experience and Academic Credit: Issues and Concerns

National Center Studies in Progress

A Typology of Experiential Education Programs

Collaboration in Experiential Education: A Profile of Expectations'
ExperientiRl Education and Adult Role Assumption
Success Faetors in Experiential Education

Program Culture: Implications for Experiential Education Outcomes

Experiential Education and Retention of Competencies
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